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NEWSWIRE~ 
81 st Year Week of April 24 Issue 27 
· .· · .... · ·. Grad 1U[atblon D~ 000 · · .· · · .· · . 
'Wit/if om{ memories t11Ul cfipfomas in fuuuf, seniors sag gootfbge to Xavier 
aruf liello to tfte_ rest of their uves. 
-· 
'l{ews: ·Perspectives !Features SportS:~ .. -~:.:~~~::::(~} : .. ~·'Div~sions. 
Fonner Ayers tips.·· .Graduates Woo-hoo! 
P & G . his mug to· answer the Retiring 
. .· ~ . 
presidentlo.· Dana's,.~ · · questio~ Sports Editor 
sp~ak at ~~th true Xayier . 'What now?"- Jason Beck 
graduation . tradition· gives his last 
·two cents • ceremorues 
In check with 
Busta, and a 
discussion oil 
· 'Celtic Pride' 
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Walking .for charity 
The office of resid~nce life is sponsoring the fir~t Walk ·. 
America team for the March of Dimes from Xavier. 
'Walk America is a IO-mile walk downtown from which all 
proceeds will .go .to the March of Dimes to help babies with· 
birth deffects. Residence Life is asking people to p~rticipate 
by either walking or by sponsoring a sneaker for $1. 
Registration tables will be set up in the University Center 
out.side the cafeteria on Thursday from 12-2 p.m. and 4:30-
6:30 p.m. Students can also register at any RA desk from 8 
p.m-12 a.m. 
The walk will take place on Sunday, April 28, at 9 a.m. 
There will be free transportation from the University 
Center to downtown. · 
Participants will also receive a free T-shirt and breakfast 
will be provided. · 
For further information, contact Danielle at 985-3991 or 
Kim at 985-3926. 
Lib~ary selling.books 
The McDonald Library will hold a book ~ale on Friday, 
April 26, from 9 a.m.-7 p.m. The books for sale will include 
donations and books that have been disconti~ued fro~ the 
library'scollection. Hardbacks will be priced $1 and SO cents 
for paperbacks. The sale will iake place on the library's main 
floor in the back near the garden doors. ' 
· .. 
The gods landing field 
Dr.: Luis A. Bartolucci, professor of geophysics at Florida. 
. International University, will present the lecture "The Gods' 
Landing Field in Nazca, Pero, and Other (Mis )conceptions of 
LBtinAmerica"onWednesday,April.24,at4:30p.m.,inroom. 
103, Albers Hall. A reception will f6ilow; . . ' . ,. . </! 
: .. / 
Security Notes 
Satunlay, April 20, iO p.m. 
Safety and Security officers found two vending machines were 
tampered with in the basement of Kulhman Hall. 
·: ' .·' ~ "• ; I : .. -; : _ ... (.L:.'·., ,. ·< ·. ,·; .. 
. Satunlay, April. 20, ·3:50' a~m: ··:I 
Someone pulled a fire ala~m on the third O~rofBuenger Hall. 
Sunday, April 21, 6:05 p.m. 
A commuter student reported that. his mountain bike was . 
. stolen from in front of the sports center. 
Monday, April 22, 3:45 p.m. 
A student reported that someone had tampered· with 
driver's door lock of her car. 
the 
/fyotf have ar1y information regardill{f these crimes please caU 
Safety and Security at 745-1000. 
compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe 
Graduation spt?aKer ch.Osen 
BY KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
When Xavier's class or"l996 
gr:aduates on Saturday, May 11, 
the class will hear words of . · 
encouragement from an 
·Cincinnati bu~ines.sfuan John 
·G. Smale .. 
Smale, a native of Ontario, 
Canada, will be giving Xa~er'~ 
158th comrnencement address. 
After graduating from Miami 
University in 1949, Smale · 
joined The PrQcter & Gamble 
Co. in.1952. 
Smale worked his way to 
becoming an executive vice 
president in 1973. Just one 
year rater, he became president 
of P & G, which gave him'. 
responsibility for the company's 
entire U.S. operations. 
While functioning as a chief 
executive of P & G in 1986; 
Smale was also named Chair-
man of the Board; He did not 
retire from the board of 
directors until 1995, five years 
after his retirem.ent as an . 
BY JEFF DAVIS . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE . .;.. 
. . 
~ACCHUS, a group dedi- ·· 
· cated to giving students an 
alternative to alcohol, was 
awarded the Student Govern~ ·. 
ment Association's club of the 
year award for·the 1995-96 
academic year. 
BACCHUS, an acronym 
which means Boost Alcohol 
Conscience Concerning Health 
of University Students, has co-.· 
sponsored over 20 events on 
campus this year, prompting 
SGA to give the organization the · 
award. · · · 
Bob Bixby-, adviser for the 
group said his organizatioll has 
employee of the cbmpany. 
Smale is currently serviOg as 
. ~hainnan of the exeetitive 
comlnittee of the board of ' 
·General Motors Corp., as well . 
as a menilier of the board of 
governo~s for The Nature 
Conservancy. 
Smale's accomplishmentS not 
. . \ 
only led him to being inducted 
into the Cincinnati Business 
Hall of Fame in 1993~ h.ut also. 
_will allow him to be inducted . 
into the N.ational Business Hall ·· 
of Fame later this month: · 
Smale also received an ' · 
honora1-y.degree from Xavier in 
1986.~st year's commence-
ment speaker was Sister Ellen•• 
Doyle, OSU, president of . 
Chatfield College in St. Martin, 
Ohio. 
Speaking about thi.s ye~r's 
speaker, senio~Dan Nocella 
said; "I've never heard of him 
before .. · It's dissapointirig that 
they don't ~ccomodate stu-
dents; but maybe they don't 
complain enough to the admin- · 
istration." . · . 
Nocella said he also thought 
the administration chooses 
speakers that make ihe.univer~ 
· sity look good. 
'~It seems they butter up to 
Procter & Gamble, which is 
fine, you want to .ha.ve that; but 
what is the attraction and what 
. does. he ha~e in common with 





Th~ "1~k /)lflfl..ccidentstcWed on the resident~lmaU lost October . 
w~s.jlist one 'Of·r/re waja BACCHlJS je~~ frsrmessoge across to, 
students. ,,.- ·' · · -••. •' .;. 
been active off and on for, . .· . BACCHU~~s biggest.event car!J abouUhe health of 
armind 10 years at Xavier·. this yea~,'a~co;dmg to Bixby, uniyersitfsludents.'~ , 
However, in the past couple of 'Was thefr mockDUI_accident in In addition toplamiing the 
years, the group had n~tlieen October. A'liv~:scen~~as acted· ·events oil camP-uso'several 
that active until several stu~ . . .. o_#t by st~de'?~:'.~r~f.g~~~rs, ' ·BACCHUS members attended a. 
dents went to Bi~y la~{y~ar t~· · EMT.'s• and jiolice t9: s~o~ what ·· liational c~nvention i~Wasll~ ·. 
try and revitalize it. ; . . . . .·. takes place when dtj~g.~nd.' in.gto~; D. C. this' p~st year. . 
Bixby said their "mooktaiF' drinkiJlg rnix: ;, ;;· . ·: .,.', ;~ Students interested in. . 
bar" has gained them mosfof . ''Our ~bu'p i~ not !lgainst : · l~ar~ing m~r~ about the . 
their attention this year. The . drinking al~ohol, \\;e Jusf warit -organization 6~: becofnirig a 
bar is portable and ser.ves only io show and giv'e st~deili~. . .·. . lrieirihcr ~r' the group can can 
non-alcoholic d~inks ~t'univcr-. · alternatives to'it1" Bixby said. · . Bueby at'.745:3323. 
sity-sponsored events. "We're not anti~alcohol, we just . . 
~~'%%i"'~>!l'{~!m~t1*~%11&mmm'.l.1~ffi'%iW<4'~:f!M&:mY.fM.i'f<~~~'m.(@W'~W@'%1$M*'®~l'!Wi*l©.l!im'~~~'%'<>'~.Jr~~~;m 
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NattrralTies Wms award 
BY VIRGINIA SUTCLIFFE . . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Natural Ties, a group 
dedicated to the integration of 
the disabled, has come a Jong 
· way since sophomore Erin 
Toghill decided to create a 
chapter of the organization here 
this past year. 
Natural Tics was recently· 
named New Chah of the Year by 
the Student Government 
Association. 
The group recieved the 
award based on creativity, 
initi~tive amlinvolvement in the 
Xavier community.· 
"We are really excited," said 
Toghill. Currently, the group . 
has created 20 frienships . · 
between di~bled persons in the 
area and Xavier students. 
Some of the events· the organiza-
tion held this year include pizza 
parties, picnics.and other 
holiday parties. 
,. file photo 
Xavier Nat11ralTiespreside11tEru1 Toghilla11d hertw, Caralleizma11, 
pose d11ni1g a rece11t event with each other. 
The students particir)ating in 
th~ program also attended at 
retreat this year to learn about 
the disabled. 
The Natural Ties chapter of 
Xavie_r also recently won . 
another award from the 
Inclusion Network, a group that 
promotes inclusion of persons 
with disabilities into the work 
place and the community. 
Toghill hopes to get more 
dedicated students involved 
next year, especially men. 
For;more information, 
contact Toghill at .985-8384. 
r- - - - - - - - - - - - -., r- --- - - - - - - - - - -., 
-.1 $.14-.-·ss .. _. $s· .. ,gg·~f : 
I . .. .. . 11 . 
I . · 11 · I 
I ·MEDIUMPIZZAWITH: :·: L.ARGEPIZZAWITHCHEESE : 
I CHEESE ANDO~ETOPPING.. . AND ONE TOPPIN~. I 
I Hand Tossed or Thin Crust, Deep Dish extra. I I Hand Tossed or Thin Crust, Deep Dosh ext~a. 
I Expires 5112196. Not valid•wilh other. , 
11
. 11. Ex. p.ires 5/·1.2/96. Notvalid. with other 1· 111 offers. Custome1 pays s;1les tax · I 1. offers. Customer pays .sales tax .. • I I where applicable.· Delive1y area · : . • .· . where applicable. Delivery cuea 
I 
lill)itecl to e11su1e safe driving. Our ' ., : · I I lill)itecl to ensure safe driving. Our · I 
drivers carry less than $20.00. . "' • . drivers carry .fes,s th.an $20.00. . · • 
1




./1111ior Amy Jolz11ston tries lzer best to whip up a hatch of 
cotto11 cmuly at last year~ Styul.~a festival 
Styuka: Students 
celebrat~ end of year 
BYPETE HoLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIUE 
Styuka wraps up the 1995-96 school year this weekend 
on Cohen Field. The event will include live music, carnival 
games, food and a raffle. Styuka will be held on Saturday, 
April 27, from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
· " The festival is in its second year of giving Xav'ier students 
a ycar:end celcb'ratiori while helping a local charity. 
Proceeds frori1 this year's event will benefit the Reach Out 
and Read program at the Crossroads Health Center of 
Cincinnati. . 
The health center is a non-profit organization run by the 
Christian Community Health Services. The center. provides 
health care to residents of Cincinnati's inner city. The. 
Reach Out and Read program is new at the center, and is 
being organiz.cd with the help of sophomore Katie 
Connelley, a Xavier service fellow~ 
The program Connelley is working on bt1ys children's 
hooks that are kept in the waiting ro~m of the center. 
Voluntec1·s read these books to the children while they arc 
waiting to sec a pediatrician. 
According to Tim Bessler, the student chair for the 
event, the raffle portion of the festival should earn the most 
. money. Items in this raffle will include a Road~astcr 
mountaiit bike; two round trip, domestic airline tickets from 
Delta Airlines; a grant of $300 towards textbooks fro~1 the 
Xavier Bookstore; and a Josten 's class ring that is valued 
near $250. ' . 
Raffle tickets arc ori:salc nowi_n t.he Students Activities 
office in the University Center. They cost $1 a piece, or $5 
for six tickets. \Vi~~!!.r:~;must he present on Saturday to 
claim their r>rize. . . 
. There will be close to 30 carnival events for students to 
participate in as well. They .will ~ncludc putt-putt golf, 
blackjack tables, a dunking booth, and a fortune teller. · · 
These game~ will be staffed by members of various Xavier 
clubs. 
Milhaus will be performing at Styuka this year, as welJ as 
Uptown R&B. The entire event will he emceed by Rick 
Kelly. 
Food wiJJ be pr~vidcd by several clubs, and by Donato's 
Pizza and Coca Cola. 
Partying before hitting the real world 
Seniors unwind ·after finals 
BY vmclNIA s~ 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE. 
Dana Garden's. Sunday will be 
the day for the trip tJKmg's .. 
Island and later that.right~ the 
boat dance. · 
The eight members of the The seniors.Wm play a 
senior board of governors have baseball game against the 
been busy planning the many faculty on Monday, May 6, with 
events which are schedul_ed for ,, . a picnic following.· , 
this year's senior week. · . Later that night, there will 
Chris Branson, organizer of be a 70s party held in the 
the events, said that most of the Downund.er. 
events will be the same as those On Tuesday, May 7, the 
in the past years with only a few annual canoe trip will be held 
new exceptions. and then a gathering at Mt. 
"The new events are the Adams in the evening. 
Kings Island trip, and the On Wednesday, there will he 
senior ball will be a black tie kareokee a·t The Woods. The 
event this year," said Branson. annual golf outing and senior 
There is a package which ball will be held on Thursday, 
seniors or their parents can . May 9. 
purchase for $85 which includes The events will wrap up on 
all the events plus a free T-shirt Friday, May IO, with the 
and party favors from the Ball. Baccalaureate Mass, which will 
The only event with a he at 8 p.m. at St. Peter in 
separate cost is the golf outing Chains Cathedral. 
which is $15 per person. Brochures which include a 
The events will kick off on schedule of the events are 
Friday, May 3 after finals, at available in the office of Student 
Spring Breakaway 
·. . . . .. 
Palmer's· Pals take tile .stage to tlw tune .ef ''The Lion Skeps 
Tonigllt" during las~ 11igllt's lip sy11c comest iii the Dowmmder. 
Througout thi.s wee!.:, X(J's i11tramurals have bee11·, sponsoring a 
m1111ber ef evf!ntsfar the a111111al Xavier Spring Drealmway. 
Activities. Senior p~ckages .can 
he'picked up.at the ticket office 
in the Urtlversity C~nter ' 
' starting on Monday, April 29, 
through Friday, May 3, from 10 
a.m.-4p,m.· · · 
.Branson also wants to 
remind senfois' the giftbricks 
tha't will be placed on the ne~ 
academic mall in front of the 
library with their names 
inscribed on them are still 
available for purchasing. : . 
"We have raised more 
money for the senior gift than 
any class since 1987," said 
Branson. 
The bricks are $50 each and 
the deadline to purchase one is 
May31. 
Pledge cards for the bricks 
can be obtained when picking 
up senior packages. 
For any.questions regarding 
senior week or the senior gift, 
call the SAC office at 745-3205. 
· · photo by CarlOll DeJeflU8 
. Herald Avenue has been a nusciance to motorists for the past several 
years, hut no more, according to No~vood Cl!Y offwial.s. 
. . 
Herald· Set for paving 
BY JEFFDAVIS 
T.uE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The craters on Herlad Avenue 
will be history so.on. 
Gary Hubbard, director of 
services for the City of Norwood, 
said' bids for construction con-. 
. tracts for the paving of the street 
will begin on noon, Ap_rjl 30. 
The project, according to 
HUbbard, will be. completed no 
later than July 31. · 
However, not all of Herald will. 
be completed during Norwood's 
part of the construction process. 
"Norwood has jurisdiction 
from Cleneay to the railroad 
.. tracks, or the corporation line, 
on Herald; so that's what we're 
going to take care of," Hubbard 
said. · · 
Hubbard said he is not sure 
whether ·the ·city of Cincinna_ti 
would finish the job from the cor-
poration line to 'Ledgewood Av-
enue. Cincinnati officials cowd 
not be reached for comment. 
~lifers .. celebrate··cause 
.. ff.., ... "•.·. . . ';·~·.:: ... <"•· ,. " " ·· .. ,,_ .. ; '.·». ' .... ·- ' . . ' c 
BY KARA BENKEN:. . .. . . ,Tre~sur~r 'f ~nyStieritz ~aid, nant women who are literally 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE ·"Our' focus was not ·to express a kicked out of their homes. 
pur~ stance against abortion, but The Xavier Famine on Thurs-
. instead an appreciation of life daywasasuccessinthatover600 
Last week was Xavier's fi~st ; everywhere to make it a 'life-af- meals were ~onated to The Drop-
"Life Week," presented by 'st~- firming week.;' · Inn Box, a downtoWn organiza-
dents for Life and assisted by the Each of the eventS cowd claim tion who collects and distributes 
"Black Student Association, a different, yetunitingfocus. The goods in the names of those who 
Earthbread, Amnesty lnterna- PresidentofBlacksfor Life, Leon gave up th.cir meals. . . 
tional, and Pax Christi. Jones, opened the week with dis- The ·money raised· over the 
Throughout the year various cussion about the effects of abor- week was added to a donation by 
clubs, especially 'those through tionon theAfricanAmericanco~1- Students for Life for carseats for 
the .Dorothy Day House,' have . munity. . the crisis pregnancy center. 
sponsored theme weeks set aside. He cit~d. exaniples of the_ "This we~k's events were im~ 
to raise the awareness level of the amount of vi~lence iii black com- portani. hec'~us~. they promoted 
~· Xavier community. m~nities and e~plained ho~ some issues that m:iny people are un~ 
"Students for Life is commit~ ofthese acts were due to a misd~- comforta]>le with, and hence are 
ted to raising the awareness .of . 't•ected concern'about povert~ ex~ too often overlooked,,, saidfresh-
people who are on the fringe'.".".'" pressed bytlie wltite co~nmunity. man Julia\Veidrnann. "I think 
.theeldcrly,th~hanclicapped,aiid . Former president, seniorAn~ Rooselvelt:,onc·e said, 'Without 
the unborn - to strengthen the.· .• drew Hill said; "One of the most, the right ,to life, what other rights 
identity of individ~1ais ancl por- ' memorable things he (Jon~s) ~aic( '. have nufaning?' ancl the speakers 
tray the sacredness of ~as thatMrican-Amerfoans sur- . trieclto p{;rfrlly this. The Xavier.·. 
per~onhoocl,"saidpresidentjun- vi:vedslavery and p~verty, ~uf conimunity needs to he a~are of 
ior .T • .J. Sanford. · have been tricked into destr~ying and.support these isstles:" 
With events ranging from a · them~elves in ~horting thefr.chll- .· Sanfoi·d also.said;· "Pro-lifers 
baby shower for a crisis preg- dren." _. , . ' · ·· are.riotnecessarUyextr~mists, but 
nancy center to forums ahoi1tthe ' ... bn Tuesday, Donna Mu~hy; it (th~ fear of extremisni) could he 
effects of abortion ancl capital . who is a c1·isis pre~ancy coun- areasonwhytherewasn'tasmuch 
punishment, the weekwas.dedi- -.. _ selor; gave a.sl_ide pr~s~:"Jation :participation from Xavier stu-
iatcd to all asriccts of life'a'n~I the ~howing •fetal• devefop~eni:'1a~cl . cle.rit.5 who are not in~olvcd witl~ 
issues surrounding our existence. spoke about altern~tivcs for)~-~~g-' .. these groups."· : . 
Hyou are interested iil wrltlltg for.thenews.~e¢~<ill,rifl'hii:J_'avkr:N~wsw1re 
during the 1996-97 acadefulc y~ar,· pleas~ callJeffD~vis at· 74S:.3130 .. 
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···.Xavier's· 
• ..... Stude,nt.Actlvities· Council 
' : ;· ' ' . - ' . ' ... ' .. ,_. . ·. ;.• .·.~ . . :.· .... ' .. ~~· · .. : .. " ... -:: -:· ... :.': . . . . . . . 
· . wotild like to thankyou for supporting.all of 
, oi.tr-eve~tsduringthe 1·99.5196 sche>olyearll 
. . . ' .. ·' . : .. . - . 
. . . 
We, are already working hard to plan the 
events. that will kick off the fall• srnesterr r 
· · The, SAC ·Board ·for the 1996/97 school year is: , 
Tara Burke Jake Johnson 
Jen~ifer Clayton Shannon· Lundy 
Wednesday, 8128 •Tom Deluca · . Katie Cormely_ . . Megan .Mascari 
Friday, 8/30 ,·The Giveaway Dance -.·.. . - Desiree ~emonbruen _ Tracy Matthews . 
. ~turday, .8131 • Trip to Kiilg'S lslind . · . ·· liemey Dewan · · · Eleasha Mercer 
' Sunday, 911 • WEBN Fi~orks .. . Carl DiesO . Ed Nolan r . ' 
. Tuesday,.9/4•• XU's Own Drive-In Movie: ; Erin Gillespie_ . ~egan Pater 
. · Johri Glynn · · John .Personette 
Willie Hunter 
._,· 




. Amie Sheldt · 
Danielle Staudt -




Jill Yungbluth · ~ 
Have a great summer and we'll see you in the fall! 
. .. , ...... ::···.·''.:· ··. -.·. ·.· ... .. ' .• ' ... ·- .... 
.'._,:_ ~·. ~" ·-;.~ 
·' • - : <' • /c.'·:·- .'';.j.·~:·: :.~, "--.--. 1: - . ·' .... '"1 
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Congrats to the 1996 valedictorian. Sarqh D. Wagnez: · These sixfirif:l.Zf'sts also.offer words of inspiration. 
1996 Vale~ctory Addresses • 
Margaret Leder 
. ·~ 
Major: English Minor: Women and Minorities Studies· 
I can 'tsay I remember learning 
how to walk. A few years ago, . 
however, I had the chance of 
watching my friend's daughter 
Hannah learn how to walk. 
Testing the strength of her own 
legs, Hannah wollld wander all 
around the living room, her world 
openingupwitheachstep. Hands 
resting tentatively' on her mom's 
knee, Hannah began to take 
·bigger steps until she could let go 
completely. The look on her face 
varied from frustration as she 
stumbled to. pure joy as she was 
given a whole new horizon to see 
and explore. 
I can 'tsay I remember learning 
how to walk. But right now, I'm 
graduating. An~ like Hannah, I 
want to stay and I want to go. 
The last four years have 
opened our eyes to a wonderful 
world. Little by little, we have 
learned to grow, to reach out and 
explore the possibilities being of-
fered us at Xavier. Eachofushad 
wandered through different ar-
eas of study, learning about non-
Euclidean geometry, the la~· of 
diminishing returns, 
Shakespeare, the Gospel writers, 
the immune system, World War I 
and Plato.· We've learned how to 
:integrate peace makiiig strategies 
into our jobs, 'how to appreciate 
. cult~ral diversity, how to teach test our own two legs. Through 
someonehowtoread. Thesegifts these experiences, we have 
have given us the confidence to learned to· trust o~r own 
takelargerandlargerstepsWithin capabilities · and to · waik 
our world. · gracefully. 
Throughout this process, I love my world at Xavier.· I 
we've had strong spiritual, aca- · lovewalkinginit. lwanttostay, 
demicandemotionalsupport: the ·but at the same time, I want to go .. ·· 
hands· stretching from person to' It's time to try out our new 
person during the Our Father at strengths. It's time to expand the 
. 10 p.m; Mass; the professor who edgeofourown world and to walk 
stops to talk to you on the mall on into the larger one. . 
·a sunny day; the ·classmate who·· We have learned to balance 
shares notes when you're sick, our feet on the ground and we 
the friend who sends you a sitiile · have learned to use our power to 
across crowds of people; Without move; For the rest of our lives, we 
such events and such people,, we . now have the knowledge to. start 
wouldn't have had the balance to biisinesses, to heal others, toniove 
. : ",. . 
. people with literature or art, to 
ponder aecisi~ns ethically and 
· logically, to teach minds to flower. 
Thereis a poem by AlfredLOrd 
Tennyson.in which the speaker, 
. Ulysses, ·declares, "My purpose 
holds to sail beyond 'the sunset." 
La.ter in the poem, Ulysses says 
that he is "strong in will, to strive, 
·to seek, to firid, and not to yield." 
Standing here, right now, with 
four years behind us and the world 
in front of us, I urge each of you to 
strive, to seek, to find, and not to 
yield.·. Each of you can wlllk, now 
go see this wonderful world_. Good 
luck ·and may God bless each of 
_ you in your.journey. 1 
Gwynl,lScltQQntn*~r RarldalIWoad..ward.:. 
Major: l\Tatural Sciences / .. M~jQr: I;r,tfgmUitionSysteJns 
fyfinor: ··Ch~mistry , 
j . . . i i l 
I would like you to consider the defeate,d. When Ithink of Fr~klin, I not . rour years ago, I dreamed of ea~ a . consideration~, students are encouraged 
statement, "Destiny; choice ~t chanc~," o~Y. feel sorry .for her situation, but I co~ege education SC) thatl could pursue tO develop t~eir souls, as well ·as ·their 
and think for a moment abou' wkether or become resolved tO not allow mysell to end · c~enging and rewarding opportunities, · minds. Thisi is what makes Xavier so 
not it is true. I believe that it·~; Whene~er up the way ilhe did. lbecome certain that which otherwise would not . have been unique. It pr:epares students for life, as 
we look at someone succeuful., whether it we all need to actively choose our destinies. · a~ailabie· to me. To the bewilderment of well as career~, by synthesizing Christian 
be an athlete, a business p~~son, the leader Our lives have always been full of my family and friends, I game up my full.:. priitciples with othedorms of knowledge. 
ofa nation, or even a Nobel Prize winner~ choices. For each of us, we are here right -time job, exchangiDgitforlifeas a full-time How you apply what you have learned 
we may think about how those people got nowbecauseofthechoicewemadetocome .. college sti.adent; 'Additionally, lmet my here;is entirely up to r.ou: I wish you 
where they are, and whatthey had to do to to Xavier. While we have been here, th~ fmancialobligations andsuppa~edm,ysef! suc.cess. in all your, future endeavors; in 
succeed. ltisrarethatwewouldlearnthat need to· make decisions has not ceased:: bjrworking betweeri.oneand three part-· business, professional careers, and espe-
they gained success by just siting back and what to major in~ who to be friends with, · time' jobs~ doiDg ~everything'. from :pizza · cially iR making the·world around you a 
waiting for it to find them. In practically· where to live; which activities to take part · delivery to ooniputer consulting. • happier, healt~er, and ~ore loving place. 
all cases, anyone that we would deem sue- · in.. All of these choices have,: no do_Uht9 ·. :AlthoUgh earnmg a. degree as· a ·non~· Xavier huprepared us well to give back to' 
cessful got that way through ·a series of helped to shape who we are; and thus, . traditi~n~. student is very. hard ~ork, I· ourcoliuitunitya~d helpt'!miikeitaneve~ 
choices they made to reach their goal; . helped us to guide us toward our.destinies. ·· have learned thllt every~rie. he.~ has also ... better place ~o work ~nd live. I enco~age. 
When I think of choosing my destiny, The decisions will keep coming after we · l:vorked diligently to achieve their gmals. . Y,o,u t0'.Jook tor opportunities to improve 
an example that comes:to.mind is that'of :· leave·here today, and they probably~ · The particular challenges that each of us ourcoinnnmityand then act on them. We 
Rosalind Franklin, the ~cientist'who :';'Jost · '• not get any easierfor us to make. The thing · have faced· vary by the numb el'.. of people . ·· h&v_e.: been pven the knowledge to identify 
the race" against Watson and Crick for the we always need to keep in minl:I i8 what we w~o are all celebrating their success this opportunities a~d needs; .. Xavier has 
discovery of the structure of DNA. The are striVing for, and we cannot settle for ._morning. Parents, you·have .seen your . provided.that foundation. B,ut th~r~ are 
story is a complicated one, butthepointis anything less than ·that. We need to be child throUgh college; many.of you have things which no one can give to us: the 
that Franklin had thedata for the structure Willing to take risks, because if we do not, provided finaneial support, as well -as courage to do right as we define it, the will. 
of the molecule right und~r her nose, yet we may never taste .the success that could . e.:lcouragenient. Fellowgra':fu~tes, we have never to compromise what we know .to be 
she was reluctant to believe it. She hesi-. have been ours. Finally, and most of all, ·earned the degree& we are receiving today. . true, and .thedetermination Jo live up to 
tated and refused to reve.al her fmdings to we need to make sure t)t~twedonothesitate · .. ·We.· have, ~arned~idhrough-hard·work, .. ·'.: .our· greatest :potential. ·.·. I ·know. these 
anyone ..• ·Although she was . dedicat~ to .·in . our : endeavors' . lest we end .. up ·like' ' sacrifice~ and 'siglaific~nt :eiP~nse, but. a. ; ·. qu~lii.ies ~re ~ ea~h of us, .and i'c~ait~nge - ... 
elucidating the structur~ of DNA and Rosalind:FrankJin; . . -.:. :Xavier education is 8180 a gift. .'yo~b>contiriuetodevel()pthem,iD)'.riursell 
contributed a great deal to its discov:ery, . We are about to leave here and pwh on . · _.,For more than; ISo years·, XBvier has · and .in each\ other. So, visualize. your 
her vacillation is the reason we do' not .. toward ~ur destinies, whatever they inay , heeD'dedicatedtOthepunuitofknowledge. · greatestsuccesses,sir~tch,and~llchtliem. 
rememberhernamewhenwethinkofDNA. be. What we have in our favor is that we · Followiiig theJesuil'tradition of a liberal 
She allowed her destiny to be decided by ·. ~re ail about to become Xavier graduates. : arts education, focusing . on ethical 
chance, and because of this, she was What we gaiii from that is our'c/wice. . 
.,•. 
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Melanie E. Mey~r 
Major: Human Resources 
Mifigr; fuf~m~ti6~~if studie~;. 
For the class ofl996, today we future and use our Xavierexperl-
reminisce about the years past ence to begin our journey out into 
butnotforgotten. Who can forget the world. . 
the anticipation arid uncertainty As a graduating class, I urge 
we experienced' when we first you to look beyond Xavier 
arrived as freshmen? For many, University and Cincinnati: Look 
wemovedaw.ayfromhome(afew beyond what is comfortable and 
fortunate even got the Norwood commonplace, and make your 
Quality Inn!), eager to make new mark. Xavier has given us the 
friends, and exert our newfound foundation; we all have heads full 
independence. The memories of of knowledge, hearts that remind 
snowball fights behind Kuhlnlan, us to make ethical choices, and we 
·Dana's NOT Jetting us in, and have the determination to 
Mariresa'sPlayfairallbringfond succeed,' Now we must take this 
recollections·. We learned how to fo~ndation and use it to expcri-
~ake mistakes and out or these, 'ence the world and all that it has 
we grew up j1ist a little hit. to offer. -
As sophomol'.es, our foolish I used a quote from the book of 
wisdom brought us even more new Timothy on my entrance essay to 
· experiences, maybe. our second Xavier four years ago, and I still 
change of major, and along with 't~nk these words,, S!.IY so_ m~c,_h~ 
all rif·· those we riiade nfore'mis-' ' "Dori't let thernlOokdown oil you 
takes. We saw Dana's close its because you are young, but be an 
doors, a1,1d ToniDeluca was even example .:in . your . actions, .your:' 
more hilarious the second ti~~. '. 'words, ~.id your treatment' of 
Through it all we learned a little: others." We can be examples 
more. : through our choices we make in 
Junior year brought us the ·our life and how we project our 
searchfortheperfectinternship, values lo those around u·s, 
the beginning of the ~aduate especially to our children we may 
school search; friends finally someday have. Along the way, do 
turning 21; and we watched Pete not forget _to thank those who 
go and Skip come home. We helped you achieve those goals. 
made some more mistakes and ThankGodforgivingyoufamily, 
once again, we grew up a little bit friends, teachers, and God himself 
' more. for your support and encourage-
Senior year brought on a com- ment. 
binationof stress and excitement For each of us, 'being part of 
that just barely balanced one the· Xavier family ~as meant 
another; Whether:.:it was-.inter- .something a little different. We 
viewing for that "p~riect"job; or each have.created our own Xavier 
applying io that "perfect" gradu- experience though we all will have 
ate school, · respon'sibilities some similar memories to cher-
abounded. ·Dana's finally· ish. 
reopenedandl~tusin. Fires and As we say goodbye today, we 
snow kept us in our beds, and we. ·, close a short chapter of o~r lives. 
count down the days until Senior More importantly, we open 
week. ·Through it aU, we made another one. Do not settle for 
some more mistakes and learned "goodenough,"strivfiforthebest. 
thatwewerenotonlygrowingup, Do not settle for ''~aybe la'ter," 
. hut that we had gr9wn closer aim· for your goals now. Do not 
together. . . ' . a'ssume people kriow' you love 
Each 1year we fashioned . them, show them. · Above· all; 
memories and grew both in and · always remember t~ smilei .. 
·outside of the classroom. How- IWillnotwishyouluckbecause 
ever, graduation is not only a it is not luck that will help you to. 
time to reflect back upori the succeed, it is ill believing iri 
memories and relationships yourself that you will reach the 
formed,. but to look ahead to the. stars. 
Martin Sweeney 
Major: Liberal Arts 
Our lives, all of us graduates, 
·are works in progress. We are 
only beginning our journey. 
Though we do not possess all the 
knowledge we wish to know (and 
. w~,never.will), our time here,·at 
Xarier'l~nds us a'pe.rspective on 
. the things we do not know. It was · 
~~rateswhosaid, "lamthewisest 
,of men because I have knowledge 
_of my own ignorance." 
A confession of ignorance is a 
strange thing at a commencement 
ceremony. It is, however, the 
exact point to which we will have, 
ideally, ·.come. Our formal 
education is a time for us to 
examine, discard and adopt new 
ideas and ways of thinking.· -We 
have lived in an intellectual womb 
where we have been safe to 
nurtu're our minds and our souls. 
We have come to embrace a moral 
and intellectual code that r·eveals 
itself to many of us as the Jesuit 
tradition. This is not because we 
have been taught what to think, 
but rather we have been taught 
how to think. 
;. And no~ li~e ~.!le~~orn. 
child, we must venture out and 
take on a new and dangerous 
world. But it is also a world of 
promise; a world that will offer 
each of us an opportunity to make 
a difference. 
Our acquired capacity f,or 
critical thought singles us ouias a 
peopleofprivilege. Thisprivilege, 
however, carr~es with it and 
undeniable obligation. We each 
bare the burden of an implied 
contract to make a positive 
contribution to humanity. We· 
owe this to the people who saw fit 
to love and support us in this 
endeavor. 
Some of us here will make 
profound contributions that will 
change the world. This is· not, 
however, ·the obligation of which 
l speak. Our debt can only he 
paid by way of example .. Our 
continuing search for knowledge 
will reveal to each of us the path 
we must take, hut our examples 
as citizens, husbands, wives and 
parents will be our: greatest 
contribution. 
We also owe a debt of gratitude 
_ to th,e people w~o. have .·been a 
positiveinfluenceinourlives. For 
me this has been my instructors, 
my parents, my children and most 
especially, my wife. During the 
years when I had to balance career 
and school, my . wife carefully 
afranged our lives so that I could 
··answer my most important 
calling; that of a father. 
.Earlier, I spoke of having 
knowledge of our own ignorance. 
This concept is simply an 
awareness of our limitations and 
should serve to each of us as an 
impetus to always strive for 
improvement. Our search for 
knowledge will lead us on the 
truest path and it is only this 
pursuit that will allow us our 
greatest potential. As we move 
forward we can be confident in 
our dire·ction and revel in the 
rewards of our labor. 
So we end our time here at 
Xavier with the realization that 
ou_r education is a never-ending 
jo .. irney. This may be an 
important milestone, but it is, first 
and foremost, a beginning. Let us 
then embrace t~s journey and 
extract aµ the knowledge we can 
along the way. -
Scott.Shirk--
Major: Accounting. 
What a great time it is to be a 
senior. I don't have to tell you 
how good it feels to fin~lly be 
where we are right now. 
Certainly, . we could sit around 
and talk about the nostalgia of the 
freshman years, but I think we 
should look today toward our 
futures. Sure, 'it was a . very 
impo'rfant day when we first 
decided to come toXavier. We 
made biginvestments in ou rsclves 
by entrusting four y~ars (or more) 
of our ·life to Xavier. At 
graduation', it all pays off. This is 
a significant time, the biggest step 
in many of our lives, and because 
or' the way Xavier has prepared 
·us, we all have many bigger steps 
to lookforward to . 
· Xavier has taught us well,. 
molding us into leaders as well as 
· good people. ·In· an· interview I 
had in-the fall, the interviewer 
told me that she liked to recruit 
Xavier students. She told me that 
when· their company brings in a 
Xavier graduate, they notice in 
thefirstyearortwothatheorshe can you actually be noticed by a 
will he among the most educated professor whose class you just 
and technically advanced new skipped .when he sees you out on 
hires. As time passes they notice the mall enjoying the sun? The 
that it is the Xavier graduate that personal attention we received 
also shines brightest as an andthefriendshipsweestablished 
individual. He or she is well- with professors at Xavier should 
rounded, has a better notgounnoticed. And, finally, to 
imderstanding of skills outside our parents-'- can we ever thank 
their expertise, and a better view them enough? Whether helping 
on ethics. out financially or through 
God has blessed us in so many - constant emotional support, our 
wayshereatXavier. ltisnownot,, parents are'.the single biggest 
onlyanicegeS:ture;butitls;pr:Ope~H1i.r:ea~ons:for our success. Be it a 
forustothanksomanype.C)J>lefor care package of cookies sent 
their part in our success. To our throughthemailorthelargecheck 
friends, we thank them for putting sent to the registrar, it is now time 
up with us; for being there for us to thank our parents for 
through alf the hard times; for everything they have clone. 
cheering our hearts out together ltistimeforustoenterthereal 
at basketball games and for world. No more sleeping in till 
inaking us laugh; for making 'us noon or staying up past one 
miss them already, knowing we o'clock on a weekday night. It is 
may not see them in years down going to be a big step, a scary one 
the ro~cl. To our professors, we for us all. But, who better to take 
thank them for the personal touch that big step than the graduate of 
they added fo our educational the greatest university in the 
lives. At what other university world: Xavier University. 
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Dana's: The place where 
Everybody-lot()ws'yOUt name 
BY PATRICK AYERS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
ryi he people who wrote the theme song 
.L for "Cheers" had it right when they 
. said, "Sometimes you want to go where 
everybody knows your name." Humans 
are social animals, and as such it is 
essential for the well-being of the group 
that we have· a common place to meet and 
socialize. 
·College is- no different, and every 
college has one, or if they don't, they 
should. School, like life, is about 10% 
intcllcctualization and 90% socialization. 
In order to have a successful; happily 
integrated social environment, it's 
important that students have somewhere 
to hang out, drink beer and flirt with each 
other. Depending on the size of the 
school; it can range from a several block 
area (like Clifton is to U. C.) to a single 
establishment. For a couple years, Xavier 
dido 't havll anything like that. 
Th~rik God for Dana's. 
:··.For anyone who doesn't know, Dana 
G~rdens is a bar located just a short drive 
I . 
or (as I've discovered on more than one 
occasion) a treacherous walk from the 
very. heart of campus. ' 
Dana's was opened by the Delany 
family in 1935, but the building is actually 
much older than that. The structure itself 
was constructed in 1898 and served as a 
fire station. 
In the following 60 years, Dana's 
became a Xavier institution. It became 
the regular gathering place for students 
and alumni, as much a part of campus life 
as the library-.or Brockman. As part-
owner B.J. Hayley, a '94 XU graduate, . 
put it, "Dana's is as much a part of Xavier 
as D'Artagnan is." 
Unfortunately, a lot of people who lived 
in Brockman also went to Dana's, and on 
April 22, 1994, the bar closed down due 
largely to comnmnity pressure because of 
w1derage drinking. A Xavier tradition 
had apparently conic to an end. 
One person who was saddened by the 
closing was B.J. He got the idea to 
purchase and reopen Dana's and pitched 
it to his uncle, a local 
businessman for 
whom he was 
working. The uncle 
said.he didn't want 
to get into the bar 
business. 
"Well," B.J. said, 
"I'll see ya later." 
At the homecom-
ing dance the . 
following fall, B.J. 
ran into an old 
friend of his, Robby 
DasVarma, who had 
graduated in 
December of '93 and 
was living in Akron. 
The two·talkcd 
about the idea over a 
pbolo by Nomi De.Jeeuii 
BJ. (leji) and Robby take tlwir normal places hehind the har. 
few beers. 
Robby moved back to Cincinnati in March of · 
'95. Along with Bill.Keehn, a '94 graduate, they 
formed a corporation and started working 
towards re-opening the bar. 
Mtcr finally getting fina~cial backing, they 
beat a tree service company to buying the 
building by one day. They then had. to struggle 
with the Evanston city council (who didn't want 
another bar in Evanston) to get their liquor · 
license. renewed. 
On Jan. 25, 1996 at 3 minutes to 3 o'clock, 
their liquor license was faxed to them. Thirty 
seconds after they received it, their first 
customer came through the door. 
Dana's is a place where Xavier's past meets 
Xavier's present. Graduates stop in all the time 
to reminisce. "U.C. SUCKS" was recently 
spray painted on an air grate above the bar 
because scv.cral alumni commented that's how it 
was at the old Dana's, .. 
I love the place, I really do. God knows I 
spend enough time.there. I mean, it's light-
ycars away from rescmhlirig anyplace upscale 
or trendy. It's dark, it's drafty in the wintcr-
and the bathrooms arc gross. It's decorated in 
typical bar fashion, with beer promotional stuff 
and Xavier sports memorabilia. They've got a 
jukebox (no Neil Diamond yet), foosball 
upstairs and darts downstairs . . 
As an aside, dart'l are something I've never . 
understood. W~o first said;."Lct's get sharp, 
throwing objects; give them to drunk people 
and call it a game?" 
. "There are a lot of places which are. nicer, I 
guess," said Dana's regular Chris Albaugh, a 
junior at Xavier. "A few people have 
commented that this place is a bit of a hole. 
That may he, but it's.our.hole." , 
. It goes beyond aesthetics. I know I can 
go there and I'll always sec someone I 
know. Robby and B.J. are almost always· 
behind the bar, ready to talk about 
whatever. 
I've always felt like a Xavier student, 
but never as much as I do when I'm sitting 
on the back porch of Dana's on a warm 
Thursday night surrounded by 150 or so 
fellow students, a good percentage of who 
(like me) are there on a regular basis. 
"Xavier doesn't have fraternities or 
sororities," said Robby. "This is it. We're 
a fraternity and a sorority for everybody.· 
This isn't really otir bar~ it's Xavier's. For 
aUthe time I spent here I never.thought.I'd 
own the place~ I think it's great for the 
school. Xavier needs it. For us, just to.be a 
part of it is fun." . 
So if you haven't been to Dana's (~nd 
you are of age, of course) make sure you.do 
at least once before you graduate. The , 
mood i~ almost always amiable, and. as long 
as you don't do something crazy like bite· 
the bartender they'll always welcome you. 
I'll prc;tbably be there, I usually sit under 
the Cornholio poster if I'm not outside. If 
:you don't, you'll be missing out on a vital 
collegecxperiencc, and o~e th.atl'm glad 
I've had the opportunity to take part. in. 
Patrick Ayers u The Newawire'a Perspecti~s 
editor. He normally drink.. Ro/li"lf Rock. 
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Whaf s the-best thlrig 
about the swnmer? 
"Going to bed and being able 









Students defend fired prof 
"The outdoor·s and t~e good 
feeling the wam1 weather gives.~'. 
Jim Tracey 
Physical Plant 
"This summer I'm going to 
Spain. I plan to meet the crown 
prince of Spain, marry him, 




"Actually having money to 




I am very, clisappointed to 
hear that Dr. Vimala.Majeti's 
contract has been ·terminated 
for the fall semester of 1996. As 
a current student ofhers, I 
have enjoyed this class the most 
of all of my labs during my 
three years at Xavier. As a 
junior majoring in biology ,as 
well as being a Scholar's 
stucJent, I feel compelled to 
write a letter in objection to Dr. 
Majeti's dismissal. I hope that] 
(and the signatures of many of 
my colleagues) will persuade the 
chemistry department to re-
examine their decisfon. 
I believe that Dr. Majeti is 
fair in her grading scale, always 
accessible to the students during 
lab periods and thoroughly 
explains the lab to be per-
formed. At the beginning of the 
year, Dr: Majeti hands each· 
student a list of guidelines for 
writing lab repoi·ts and, in 
addition, a complete guide to 
the labs that were going to be 
performed, making corrections 
and giving the students helpful 
hints. I think that the Organic 
Chemistry students would agree 
'that these handouts saved us a 
lot of time and frustration. And 
for me, these handouts defi-
. nitely relieved sori1e of the 
initial intimidation that I had 
over taking the course. 
In addition to preparing the 
"Notes" for her students, Dr. 
Majcti was more than willing to 
help students with their lab difficult yet interesting and, at 
write -up the week before the some times, even fun. I am 
lab was due. Even after the certain that many students 
labs were turned in, she was discovered that Dr. Majeti does 
helpful in showing what was have a sense of humor and she 
done wrong and how to correct has the ability to relate to her 
mistakes before the examina- students. 
tion. In addition, before the Furthermore, as a student at 
procedural section of the lab a Jesuit institution, I believe ' 
was started, she had the entire that my education should he 
class come to the front of the taught to me by a diverse 
room for a lecture session, 'in teaching staff and intelligent 
which she would describe, step professors. Perhaps some 
by step, what the procedure students found it difficult to 
entailed. This was incredibly communicate with Dr. Majeti, 
helpful_, clarifying what the and is this was the case, the 
book often made unclear. "Notes".wer!! prepared for her 
I belie~e that students found students to consult. 
· this course to be difficult and at I believe that the chemistry 
times, tremendously challeng- department should re-evaluate 
ing. However, that does not . their decision, and take into 
indicate that a teacher is not a consideration, the signatures of 
successful one. On the con- over 50 students who signed the 
trary, my most difficult courses following petition: "I am 
hav~ indeed, been those that disappointed to hear that Dr. 
have taught me the most and ·Majeti's contract has been . 
challenged mtl_ to think for. ·terminated:· I· believe, as a 
myself; I feel- that sonIC·s~udents· -~"current or past student, that. 
may not app1:eciatc this;'ancl her teaching methods are more 
would prefer to have an "easy" than adequate to guide me 
professor who will give them an through Organic Chemistry 
"easy" A. If these students Lah. I advise that the chemis-
want easy grades·, perhaps they try department re-examine 
should seek another course their· decision and take my 
besides Organic Chemistry. petition into consideration." 
·For those of us who are willing 
to accept the challenge of 
Organic Chemistry Lab with 
Dr. Majeti·, hvoulcl venture to 
say that a great majority of 




The Class of ~96 enters a 
world of uncertainty and 
excitement 
wenty interviefws. Music to any senior's ears. 
J a1nie Schade decided on a position at ·Fifth 
Third Bank. The Career Services Center sent 
out his resume to area businesses in the fall. 
"They do a-really good job. I got at least.20 interviews 
through them last semester. " He is happy about his 
job: "It was on t~e top of my list. . . . I love the idea of 
investing people's and companies' money." He plans to 
work for three to five years to gain experience and then 
get his MBA. Schade then wants to be a stock broker at 
Merrill Lynch, like his father who's been with th~ com-
pany for 3.0 years. 
Schade is just one of the. many seniors who ha$ 
post-graduation plans. 
BY CASSIE, .LIZ AND CHAD 
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THE WORK FORCE 
F or Kelly Parman, work begins June 3. · She, like many of her fellow graduates, found permanent, full-time employment. · Come June 3, Parman will enter a 
managem_ent training program with F.A.C.S., · 
a financial services company for stores such as 
Lazarus and Pier I. She says that the program 
will"immediately throw (her) into the water" 
with management experience. 
· Parman found out.about the job through the 
Career Services Center,. and she thinks that her 
previous work experience at department stores 
and her Xavier degree helped. According to · 
Parman, there were originally 120 applications 
for the training program; only five were 
accepted·into the program, three of whom are 
from Xavier. 
Parman sounds excited about her job: "They· 
treat us basically lik\! royalty. . .. Everyone is 
on a first name basis there." 
Chris Branson is also excited about his job. 
He will graduate with a major in entrepreneur-
ial studies. In a couple of years, he would like 
to open his own funeral home. For now, 
Branson will intern at Eldon Good Funeral 
Home on Erie A venue while going tQ school at 
the Cincinnati College of Mortuary Science. 
The funeral home business is nothing new to 
him; his family in Indianapolis is involved with 
the cremation ·and urn business. Says Branson, 
"It's sort of a unique way to work with 
families." 
Pete Weimer, a marketing major from 
Columbus, Ohio, also received career direction 
from his family. His mom collected antiques as 
a hobby; What began as a hobby grew to· a 
business during Weimer's junior high days .. 
Through her ~usiness, he saw "the win-win 
situation that sal~s offer and the client relation-
ship that is developed." For these reasons and 
the potential for "unlimited" income growth, 
Weimer will go into sales. He plans to be a 
Cincinnati-area sales representative. After five 












. wanting to go 
into Pre-med, 
but decided 
that "together . 




Weimer is considering three companies that 
he got into contact with through the Career 
Services Center ~d the marketing club. 
Alexis Wesley calls her choice to study 
vocal music performance one of the hardest 
decisions of her life: Pursuing music has meant · 
abandoning the safe career 
impoverished and homeless people in urban 
settings on the eastern coast of the United 
States. 
Why has Zralek chosen this option after 
graduation? "It's good for me right now," says 
Zralek. "I will gain a perspective during the 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps that I wouldn't get in a 
paying job. " . · 
His past service experience includes 
.casework and counseling of the poor in his 
home town of Nashville, as well as work with 
ReSTOC and the Drop-Inn Center in Cincin~ 
nati.. Zralek has served in Nicaragua through 
the Xavier program, and he is president of the 
campusdub Earthbread.. . · 
. When he returns from the Jesuit Volunteer 
Corps, he plans to study theology and social 
work in graduate school. The Career Services 
Center helped Zralek get involved with the 
organization. 
Jen Brenner is completing the final stages of 
the application process for a 27-month commit-
ment to the Peace Corps. In September of 
1996, she will embark on a forestry extension 
mission into West Africa that involves planting 
trees to improve the natural environment. 
Brenner believes her biology major in addition 
to experience with foreign languages has 
prepared her for the work she will be doing in 
Africa. 
At ·this point in her life, service is a priority 
over traditional employment. "You want-to 
change the world, but you don't always know 
how," Brenner says. "(In the 
in business she initially was 
preparing for· in college. But 
in singing; "I found some-0 
thing I really loved." ', 
Currently. she has a double 
major in music and interna-
tional affairs with a minor in • 
French. 
What last year's 
.. class is up to: 
(By. College) · 
Peace Corps) I can use my 
skills and abilities to help 
someone else." · 
At Xavier, Brenner has 
been a volunteer for the . 
Appalachian missions and a 
member of College Friends. 
This summer.she will be 
working at the .. YWCA. After graduation, Wesley 
will continue working as a 
singer at a local Italian 
restaurant to save enough 
money to move .to New . 
York City and start audition-
ing. She appreciates the 
· amoum of experience she 
has gained in Xavier's 
theater. Wesley considers 
her schooling here to be "a 
well-rounded liberal arts 
education that is an advan-
tage I carry wherever I go." 
Wesley has taken courses 
through Playhouse in the 
Parkas well as private voice 
lessons. She plans to get · 
additional instruction in · 
musical theater, film, and 
television acting from 
· Arts and Science: 
Employed Full~Time · 55.9% 
Attending Grad. School 30.6% 
Business Administration: 
Employed Full·Time . 90.3% 
Attending Grad. School 7.9% 
Social Sciences: 
Employed Full-Time 79.3% 
Attending Grad. School 14.0% 
What they're 
,. making: 
• .. (Average Salary by College} 






Source: CarGer Services Center 
Brenner admits that not 
everyone is called to the 
Peace Corps. However, she 
thinks "our generation needs 
tCistart changing things. " 
After the Peace Corps, 
Brenner hopes .to continue 





an HainbrooK, •a . 
natural science 
·_major, will be going 
to medical school 
next fall. He has been 
accepted to the Medical 
individual coaches. Her dream is to do what 
she enjoys, and that is singing. 
· College of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee and the University of Wisconsin-
Madison Medical School. Hambrook is still 
waiting to hear from Loyola University and St.· SERVICE WORK 
B ria .. n. _zralek, a graduating psychology major, views the Jesuit Volunteer . · Corps as a good way to "put what I . learned at Xavier inio practice." The 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps is a national organiza-
tion of lay people who serve others. During his 
one-year 'commitment, Zralek will counsel 
Louis University. · 
'It is not surprising that Hambrook is going 
into medical school since his father is a doctor, 
he has a sister in m~<lical school and .his 
brother is a bio-medical engineer. 
Hambrook has compliments for Xavier arid 
the way his education here has prepared him 
for his future. "Xavier has done a wonderful 
job getting me ready for med. school ... every 
school I've applied to has told me that l have 
an excellent chance of getting in." Especially 
helpful, though, was the Pre-Med. Advising 
Comm~ttee. This is a board of eight professors 
from the biology and chemistry departments 
who write the letters of recommendation for 
students going into medicine. 
GRAD. ·SCHOOL 
' . · c hri.stian End will be studying psychol-
ogy at Miami University of Ohio. . 
Miami only accepts three students into 
their psychology program each year and 
he was contending against about .150 other 
students. He was accepted on the basis of his 
GPA, GRE scores, research experience, letters 

















was what I 
wanted to 
do." 
Besides studying in his field, End will be 
involved ina research assistantship \hat will 
allow him to be on full scholarship and will 
give him a generous stipend. rn addition to this, 
by his third year in the program, he will be able 
to teach his own classes at Miami. 
About·inspiration End says, "A coupie 
professors were definitely inspiration (for me) 
.,. they were great.teachers and I'd love to be a 
teacher like fhem someday." 
An English major and women and minority 
studies minor, Meg Leder, will be going to 
graduate school for English. She will be 
attending Ohio State University for a two-year 
program that includes a stipend and a scholar-
ship to cover tuition. 
Leder is very happy about this coming fall. 
"I love to read and this is the best way to stay 
close to books .... l want to find a niche to be 
able to do what I really want to do." 
f.l)"You 
















photos by Carlos 
DeJesus 
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s PORTS 
Golfers_ peak for Wins· 
It's been a roller coaster ride the last few weeks for the Xavier 
men's golf team. This iast weekend, though, the ~"uskies rode to the 
top of the big hill and coasted down to dominate the tWo tournaments 
they played in. . · 
An eight stroke victory at the University of Dayton Men's Golf 
Invitational on Friday and an 11 stroke win at the Ohio Collegiate 
Classic, held at Wright State on Monday, left the Muskies standing 
in line for another ride. 
Friday's win was led by J. T. Croy who posted a one under par 
round of 70, on his way to medalist honors. 
"I started to let things happen instead of pressing to make shots, 
which I had been doing the last couple of weeks," said.Croy. 
Steve Dixon once again continued his stellar freshman year 
placing thfrd with a round of 73 .. The Muskies left Dayton and 
Cincinnati behind to capture their third tournament of the year 
after starting the season with two victories. 
Monday was no different for the Musketeers as they once again 
won going away, with Dixon and Croy leading the way. An even par 
two round score ofl 44 earned Dixon medalist honors, while Croy' s 
score of 150 gave hini fourth, and Dustin Lehner's 151 placed him 
in a tie for fifth. 
"We played more relaxed and with more confidence," said 
Dixon. "Sometimes we get so negative, but his weekend, we 
definitely knew we could do it." 
c ' -Steve Smith 
ATHLETES APPLAUDED FOR ACADEMICS: On Satur-
day, April 20, l26student athletes were honorei:I for their academic 
excellence in the Scholar-Athlete Aw~rds Program. ·. · 
'Senior tennis player Heidi Pacella and senior soccer player 
Maurice Shilten were presented with The Reverend Paul L. 
O'Connor Award. This award is given to the top male and female 
senior student athletes who J1esi·represet Xavier based upon a 
combu1ation of academic a
1
n,d athletic performance. 
Other awards presented included The Outstanding Scholar · 
Athlete Award_, new inductees into the Xavier Four Point Club, and 
GTE District Academic AU-Americans. 
Xavier's student athletes were also represented well on'· the 
Atlantic 10 Commissioner's Honor Roll .. Xavier was represented 
by 94 of the 983 athletes the conference honored. · 
FENCING CLUB WINS: On Saturday,April 13theXUFencing 
Club hosted the Xavier.Collegiate Individuals. The team had its most 
successful tournament yet, winning the top four individual places. 
XU stars were Jeff Conway who took home first overall, Tatiana 
Winter taking second overall, Eric Weber placing third, and Cathy 
Allen fourth. · 
' ' . . 
~; ..... : .. ,:,,,_ .. · .... ~ ..... 
f~ coming Up 
Wednesday, Ap"ril 24 
Fri.-Sat., April 26-27 
Sat.& Sun., April 27-28 
Sat. & Sun., May 4-5 
Tuesday, May 7 
•Baseball at Northern Kentucky 
University, l p.m. 
•Mens Golf at Kent State 
Invitational m Kent, Ohio 
•Baseball doubleheaders at Dayton, 
games start. at noon 
•Baseball double.headers vs. 
Southern Indiana University, games 
start at noon 
•Baseball at Cincinnati, 7 p.m. 
Muskies clinch tournament berth .. · .. · 
·.Weekend sweep secure~ S,e~ond 
BY TOM DE CORTE mg,takmgthefirstgamd0-3a~d··· 'hi~ ana strlkingoutfive. T8E'£m.Nnsm the nightcap 13-1. · Bo.thtlie oDSunday~thefirstgame,was 
. , . Muskie'sarmsontheritolindand, the tightest of the weekend, with 
The . Xavier baseball team . bats at the plate buried the Ex.: Xavier p~g. out a. tough 6:4 
proved the.move to_the Atlantic plorers. . . .· . . . Win •.. Leadoff'.man Jason Duvall· 
10 was a "great move".·as they In the opener of the tirinbill> paced theM~skie bats with three 
clinched a berth in the·A~lO tollr- freshman · rightha1_1de~ ·:Louie· . hits . iriCluding a triple,. and 
nament With a four gam~ sweep of Witte hurled a complete game for Hampson.:liit=his third dinger of 
La Salle University la~t ~eekend. his fifth Win on the season, giving . the weekend, giving hi~ four on 
The· sweep· continued the up three rims on nine hits while the year. . . 
Muskies' domination in the month· mowing down seven ~n strikes. John Shish picked up the win 
of April, during which they won· Freshman outfielder Bill Fish withfiveinningsofwork,improv-
13 of their 18 games. It also clubbed two homers to go with six ing · to. 7-2, and staff ace Josh 
marked the first time in the ten- RBI to pace the offensive attack. Bradford closed out the final in-
ure of head coach John Morrey Fellow freshman Rodd Hampso"u ning and two-thirds for his first 
that Xavier has swept a weekend also homered while outfielder career save. La Salle was able to 
from a conference opponent. ·Jayson Gale had three hits and. keep the game close due to four 
In non-conference action last scored twice. Gale leads the team Xavier errors. 
week, the Muskies dropped a 14- with a .325 batting average. "The only game that was tight 
8 decision at Indiana State and In the second game, Xavier this weekend was· because we 
split a home double header with jumped out to an early lead with kicked the ball around," said 
Ball State (2-3, ~5). Xavier's a six-run third inning. The Morrey. "If we could step it up 
record improved to 24-20 for the Muskies used the long ball to break more defensively, we would be an 
season, 11-5 in the conference. the game open, going deep five ever better team." 
"Making the Atlantic 10 tour- times against La Salle pitching. Bradford picked up where he 
nament has been a goal of ours Catcher Jim Dallio went deep left off in game two, allowing only 
since the beginning of the year," twice for his team-leading 10th two hits in to go with seven "K's" 
said coach Morrey. "This was a and 11th homers. Fish hit his in five scoreless innings. 
1,rreatweekendforus,butwedon't third long ball of the weekerid Bradford's record went to 7-2 
want to just go to the tournament, along with Hamps~n ·and Gaie and he improved hi~ league lead~·.' 
we want to win it." also homering. ing ERAto I. 90. At the beginning · 
· In Saturday's double header, Bill Peters went six innings for of the week, Bradfo_rd was ranked 
Xavier 1Jllmmeled La'~Salle pitch- the ~n (3~5), giving up .only four 20th nationally in ERA.· 
photo by Carloe De,Je11UA 
Se11ior ouifielder J ayso11 Cale h"as ha.f the hot bat of late far Xavier. 
By hitting safely in 15 oftlze last 20 games, Cale has uppeil his. 
batting average to a team-high ef .325. . 
. . . "Our whole pitching staff is 
throwin'g well right now' and es-
pecially when Josh is pitching, 
everybody's .really confident out 
there," said shortstop Marty 
Sparks. 
"He's .definitely the stopper 
on the team," said senior reliever 
· BrandonDeVault. "Wecancount 
on him for a good outing every 
fo~r days." : . 
Xavier.'s freshman stepped to 
· theforefrontagafothisweek,with 
· Hampson and Fish each homering 
three times, and Fish driving in 
·· eight runs. ·Witte showed tough- · 
miss by working. out of several 
jams for a win on Saturday. 
·~It's good to have the fresh-
men helping our team, but they ' 
can't carry us. The veterans are'"' 
. the leaders on this team and the 
freshmen are filling the compli-
mentary roles well," said Morrey. 
De Vault said, "If we can get 
another. couple of recruiting 
classes like this years, we'll have 
a lot to look forward to."· 
"Every aspect of our game has 
gotten better as the season's gone 
along," said Morrey, "our 
pitchints ~een solid aU year, the 
hitting was horrid early but is 
solid lately, and we've had more 
good days defcnsivCly than bad." 
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Xavier captures third in A.;.10 tourney~ 
· · "It was unfortunate for us," ·the Beeman sisters picked up 
BY PETE HOLTERMANN said Xavier Coach .Tim singles wins to give Xavier the 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE Brockhoff. "When you're match. The elder Beeman 
One week after the Xavier 
men pulled off an upset to Claim 
third place at the Atlantic 10. 
tennis championship, X'avier's 
women were out for blood as 
they took the thirdp)a.c~' ~po~ 
they felt they deserved~· · •· 
At the beginning of the 
Atlantic 10 women's tennis 
champion~hip last weekend in 
Amherst, Mass., Xavier felt . 
they deserved to he seeded third 
with their 4-0 conference 
record. After much contro-
versy .• two votes by the coaches 
and a coin flip, the host 
University of Massachusetts, 
. who was also 4-0, bumped the 
Musketeers to fourth by 
claiming the.third seed. 
Xavier exacted their re-
venge, however, by beating the 
Minutewomen 4-2 for third 
pla~e in the tour.nament. 
Xavier opened the tournament 
by trouncing Fordham, 7-0. In 
the second roµnd, Xavier lost to 
the eventual tournament 
champions? Virginia Tech, 7-0. 
seeded fourth, you must play clinched third plac~ for the 
the top seed." Some of the . Muskies with her win over 
Musketeers felt they would have UMass. Beeman was down in 
faired better against George both sets, but came back to win 
W ashi~gton. in the second. them b~th i~ tie-breakers. 
round than. they did. ~gainst Broc~hoff ha·d high praise . 
· Vi~~i~ T~ch.'. ·. . .. · ... , . . for his s~ni~rs. "All three of . 
But Xavier accepted the, thes~ kids h~ve been phenom-
challenge to earn a third place enal for all four years," said 
fmish by following the lead of Brockhoff. He said that the 
the team's three seniors, Heidi past four years have been the .. 
Pacella, Melissa Beeman and Winningest four years in Xavier 
.Ten Nill. All three won all their women's tennis history. 
matches·, except for Saturday's 
against Tech., 
Friday, Xavier swept 
Fordham, winning all nine 
matches. Freshman Lindsey 
Beenmn had the best game of 
the match. She fought back 
after losing the first set 2-6, to 
beat her Ram opponent 6-0 and 
6-0 in the final two.sets. 
On Sunday, Xavier needed 
only four points for the mate~ 
to be official. Nill and Pa'cella 
teamed up for one doubles .win, 
as did Melissa Beeman and 
· Meghan Caton, to give Xavier 
the doubles point. Pacella and 
Pacella 's two singles .wins 
improved her record to 79-30 
for her four years at Xavier. 
This is a new school record for 
career singles wins. The old 
record of 77 was held by Lisa 
Ennis, who set it in her career 
from 1990-93. 
"D.urjng the tournament, I 
was thinking about the team 
winning," said Pacella. "I 
really wasn't focusing on the 
record." 
By finishing the season at 
18-7, the women ~et a new 
school record for wins in a 
season. 
pltoto by Carl08 DeJe~tl8 
lleidi Pacella was one ef three M11S!.·eteer seniors who lead the 
womens tenns team to third place in tire Atlantic JO tournament. 
PaceUa set a 1rew school record for career singles wu1.s at 79 while 
he/puig the team set a school record for willS in a season .at 18. 
The Stanley Cup, Queen City style 
BY KIP NoscuESE· 
NEWSWIRE HOCKEY GURU 
"Lord Stanley, Lord 
Stanley, bring home the 
brandy!!" says Pittsburgh 
Penguins broadcaster, Mike 
Lange, during the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs which began last 
Tuesday. 
The skates are laced up 
.tighter, the blades much 
sharper, and the referees are 
known for "swallowing the 
whistle." 
Even though Cincinnati does 
not have a franchise in the 
National Hockey League, it is 
something that must be discov~. 
ered because this is the most 
exciting time of yea.r. Cincin-
nati -base station 700 WL W, 
which is broadcast well beyond 
Grea.ter Cincinnati, does not 
even have an· NHL update. The 
Cincinnati Enquirer 'designates 
a very small corner to all 
hockey coverage. People 
around here need to catch on to 
this sport which is gaining 
popularity across the United 
States. · 
The Stanley Cup is a glorious 
silver trophy thatstands about 
four feet tall and is inscribed · 
yearly with the names of all the 
players of the bruised, yet 
· victorious team. 
· Following the final game, the 
winning players take turns 
skating around the ice with "the 
Cup" held high, then they sip 
champagne from it in the locker 
room. Of course, had the 
tradition been started in ' 
Cincinnati, they \Vould prob-
ably eat chili froin it and drink 
Hudepohl beer. · 
. Try to imagine what it is like . 
to have your nameinscribed 
onto the same trophy as the 
greatest players of.the 20th 
century, dating back to when 
even goalies didn't wear hel.mets 
- and knowing your name will be 
there for many years and the 
greatest players of thefuture 
look upon· your name. 
There are.many traditions 
that are practiced in the NHL. 
In Detroit, fans sneak octopi 
into Joe Louis Arena during 
. playoff games arid launch the 
eight-legged sea creatures onto 
ma 
the ice after a goal is scored. 
·This was originally done. to 
signify the eight wins that the 
Red Wings needed to acquire 
the Stanley Cup in 1952. . 
In Toronto, it is customary 
to r~turn a puck that enters the 
stands by throwing it back over 
ii~ 
the glass. Fans who do so get a 
round of applause fro.m the 
crowd at Maple Leaf Gardens •. 
Due to the brutal nature of 
hockey, the only time that 
Qpposing teams shake hands 
after the game is at the end of a 
playoff series. Some may 
consider this poor sportsman-
ship, but many consider it 
proper hockey etiquette. 
The Florida Panthers' fans 
have started a new tradition of 
bringing a rubber rat to the. 
game in honor of a player. who 
· kept one in his locker for good 
luck. 
The tradition we could start 
in Cincinnati is to throw Marge 
Schott onto the ice bec~i.tse 11he 
is about as useful as a dead sea 
animal and about as good 
' looking as one, too. 
Now that you have somewhat 
of a background; it would he 
unheard of to write this article 
au'd not make a few predictions. 
For a team to win the Stanley· 
Cup, their goaltending must be 
outstanding. The goaltender 
who will step up the most in 
these playoffs is John · 
: .. m:::: 
V anbiesbrouck of the Florida 
Panthers. They will be the 
surprise team in the Eastern 
Conference finals, hut it will not 
he enough to get past the 
offense-driven Penguins. 
In the Western conference 
finals, the Detroit Red Wings 
will meet the Chicago 
Blackhawks and the Hawks will 
use their aggressive style to 
pummel the Red Wings. It 
wouldn't be the playoffs if the 
Red Wings didn't choke. Even 
though they had the greatest 
regular season record, they 
must learn to play with a 
greater intensity throughout the 
pi1;tyoffs. J,.;; · 
· ,, Cincinnati may one day 
realize the finesse, grit, glory, 
and greatness of this game and 
the tremendous competition a 
team must overcome to meet the 
ultimate goal. .Until that day, 
those of us .who are the fanatics 
must search long and hard for 
scores and highlights. As the 
immortal coach Bob Johnson 
once said, "It's a great day for 
hockey." Let's hope the ice 
doesn't melt. 
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How West has won in his Xavier.career 
. BY JASON BECK 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Spring afterno~ns on campus have a 
distinctive sound: Ping. Ping. Pi11g. As 
repetitive as a leaky faucet. . 
Ping. The sound resembles construe~ 
lion on the academic mall, hut a. few 
more heats lead the ear.~o Hayden Field. 
Indeed, it is the sou~d of ~~nstru'ction 
- the laying of a foundatiQn of success 
for Xavier baseball. . . . · . 
. If John Morrey is the foreman of this 
hard crew, then Scan West is certainly 
the man with the hammer. 
This is how the senior has filled his 
spring days for his college career, the 
force behind Morrey's four-year 
rebuilding program at XU. Each ping of 
the aluminum hat nowadays is a step 
toward another record. It stretches the 
record of career.doubles he set earlier 
this year. Or it .drives in another run to 
notch to his RBI record. This week, it 
will most likely march him past Ted 
Shalloe and his career mark of 236 hits 
that he slugged out in his career from 
1982-85. 
But more importantly each ping of 
the bat, each faint pop of the glove on a 
putout, places this Musketeer teain 
closer to Xavier's first winning record 
since 1987. Considering where West 
startedat XU, that will be the finest 
markofall. 
. Though W~st w'as·not recruited by· 
Morrey, he inher,ited the honor of · 
Morrey's biggest newcomer, an open 
spot at second base ready for him. The 
losing that followed for the next two. 
years, however,'West was not ready for. 
Not as ready as others, anyway. 
"I hate the feeling [of losing]," West 
said. "It was an adjustment on my part 
coming into here because I came from a 
successful program in high school. I 
knew we were a rebuilding program, and 
I wanted to help this team rebuild. 
."Some of the. older players were sort 
of used to losing. When we got here we 
still lost, but it was an attitude of 'Oh · 
well.' Now, [Morrey has] brought in a 
lot of players from successful programs." 
Still, it didn't make the losses easier, 
especially those on cloudy weekend 
douh,eheaders, chilly breezes sweeping 
Xavier Sporle lnformalion 
As We.ft closes in on several school records, lu! is e11joyiflK Xavier~ very sliccesefi1I 
season. This is a great reioardfor West, who has ioor/.·edhard to see his teamshuU!. 
in toward home plate, or with a light rain 
dampening spirits even further. West 
suffered through 
two seasons of 
darkness in 
Xavier baseball, 
yet had the 
watchfui eyes and 
expectations of ... : 
Morrey ahead. 




this year, he's 
been able to have 
some ·success for 
. us," Morrey said. 
·"He'~ played a 
; .' t~~mendou~ . : 
l~adership role for 
us, being i~field 
cap~ain for four 
years and team 
captain for two 
years." 
Xavie~ Sporte Information 
"West has been 
the mainstay on 
this team the last 
four years," said 
Morrey. "He's 
had the most 
pressure on him 
since day one 
because he was the 
best player on the 
team when he 
stepped onto the 
Senior Sean West has l~d tlu! Mus/.·e-field four years . . . . 
West's season 




nor by his own .. 
He would have 
broken· the hit · ,, leers th13 year by carryill!J a b'lf stick. ago. 
West slugged and fielded away to 
individual honors, but not until last 
season did team results follow suit. 
Though Xavier had been an early exit 
from previous MCC Tournament, the 
fact that they had to finish third in their 
division to qualify made it a small 
accomplishment. To go to South Bend 
was hearteiling. 
To win at South Bend was nothing 
less tJian satisfying~ T~e JllQSt suri}rishlg 
maf hilv~ ~~itthe·~:tead tiiefh~ld.-' .: .. 
over.'hostNoti-e Dame before falling 9-7. 
But the most gratifying was the win, a 
last-inning upset of a Detroit team that 
. had pummeled Victory Parkwayforfour 
games earlier in the season. 
''I think it wasn't so much to get there· 
as-much as to do fairly well," West said. 
"Last year we didn't have that great of a 
·year. Then in tournament we had a 5-0 
lead on Notre Dame, and then we beat 
Detroit. It was importantfor people 
coming in and people returning to know 
that we have a p~etty good team." 
And whil~ Sean kept h,itting, he still 
held ~s spot at second base despite ill-
fated moves to third.and shortstop. ·Aiso 
a juiiior co,.captain, he had the rol~ of 
. easing the transition for new players with 
equal thirsts to win. Though the seeds 
. for .vict()ry had been plante.d l~~g before 
this season~ Morrey doesn't see it as 
record tliis 
·weekend had he not, in his.words, 
"pulled a [Greg] Norman." With a 
seemingly continuous stretch of falling 
records, at least, the season has.been a 
spectacle. But West has. hit thr~~gh his 
share of great days. His greatest· 
moments are lacking in team titles. By 
clinching an AtlanticJQ Pl~Y,~ff bert~, 
hi8 greatest momen~ maY. ~e yet to come. 
·. · '.?~'l;think it would ineari a lot;" West 
·-~~t;·~~l'd like to he the,Byron Larkin of 
Xavier baseball, take it to a :iiew level. 
The first th~ee years that hasn't hap-
pened. That would complete my caree~ . 
It would make me feel like I've accom-
plished somethi~g." · · · 
After the postseason, he hopes he can 
carry his accomplishments into a new 
spot on the field. West will start his 
coaching career in the local summer 
leagues with nationaUy-reknowned 
. Midland, where he played his vacations 
afong with several former XU team-
mates. "I've been around'a lot of great 
coaches from Midland to Morrey, and I 
know a lot about the game," he said. 
Until then, the familiar figure will 
stand his ground at second base a few· 
inore weeks':· And as more records fall, 
the Musketeers will march to the familiar 
heat alongside Victory ;Parkway. 
Ping. 
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Musketeers ink high school recruits Beck sounds off BY STEVE SM1111 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The Xavier women's basket-
ball team filled two vacancies last 
week. Kirn Hotz, of Sheboygan 
As sum1ner. nears, gardeners · South High School in Wisconsin, 
get. excited for t.fie planting sea- has signed a National Letter of 
son. For the Xavier athletic de- Intent to play for the M1:1skies 
partment,-it iS the. season to re- next year, and Tricia Cullop was 
cruit' new· players 'with w.hich to adde4 as a new assistant coach 
grow .. · Fi~e athletes and a new for the squad. . 
assistant . C()&ch have signed on1 • With the addition of Hotz, 
with Xavier in the past week. women's coach Melanie Balcomb 
- Men~sbasketballHeaaCoach looks to add a complete player. 
Skip ~r6sser. received a signed Hotz averaged 17 .2 points while 
National Letter of Intent from grabbing 9.2 rebounds for 
Nate Turner, to give the Muskies Sheboygan South earning her Fox 
their first recruit of the 1 ~5.:.96 River Valley Conference Player-
recruiting year. Turner, a 6-9 of-the-Y~ar. 
and 255-pound ce_nt~r '·from. Cullop brings a variety ofex-
Middletown High School (OH), . perience· to the coaching staff. 
wiUaddsomedepthinthemiddle. Starting as a high school.All-
Turner averaged 24 points, Americanandcontinuingwithan 
12.8rebounds,and2.4blocksas impressive stay at Purdue Uni-
a senior, and Prosser believes. versity·and as a member of. U.S. 
this will help Turner fit~qui~kiy. Olympic Festival Teams, she is 
"Nate. has outstanding poten- deep in playing experience. 
tial as a basketball• player. We Only 24, Cullop also has a rich 
needed another quality post. coaching background, with suc-
player. Nate will challenge for cessful stops at Radford Univer-
minutes right away," ·says sity and Long Beach State Uni-
Prosser. versity, and familiarity with 
Prosser also hopes to sign one Xavier's program as a coach dur-
more player before next season. ing the school's.summer camps. 
The women's volleyball team 
capped off the week by announc-
ing that they had signed three top 
quality recruits. Jenny Janszen 
(Harrison,.Ohio), Beth Osterday 
(Cincinnati, St. UrsulaAcademy), 
and Kelly Williams (Beech Grove, 
Ind.), all signed their Natic.nal 
Letters of Intent to join the 1996 
Xavier squad. 
"These are three very gifted 
young ladies," head coach Floyd 
Deaton said. "They have the abil~ 
ity to contribute to this program 
immediately. All three are funda-
mentally-skilled players whocoine 
from excellent programs~" 
Bv JASON BECK 
RETIRING SPORTS EDITOR 
Thanks to nature's tempestuous fury yesterday, the Musketeer 
baseball game was canceled; and·so I'm left to'.~ve some parting 
remarks before graduation. It won't fall a rain delay like. the Reds' 
Banana Phone, but it will have to do. 
Putting out a paper every week hasn't allowed me to do enough 
commentary. The topics stacked up higher than complaints -which 
ldidn'tmind, actually. But as Iftllsomespacea final time, let me give 
credit to a few parties who are well-deserving. · 
• XU point guard Sherwin Anderson: If anyone endured more grief 
than Mark Smydra this season, it's Sherwin. He hit the bench more 
by other people's actions than by his own. He had as big a reason to 
sulk like certain others, but Anderson handled it with more class than 
could be expected of anyone. 
Janszen is a 6-2 middle blocker • Xavier relief pitcher Brandon DeVault: He's actually the one 
who set school records in high holdover left from the pre-Morrey regime, when he redshirted as a 
school for attacks and kills in a freshman. Most players had a hard time discussing the team's 
season. 
Osterday, a 5-Boutside hitter, 
led her ·high school team to its 
third consecutive state title last 
problems during the previous three "lean" seasons. Brandon was 
nearly as open as Morrey in his quotes. Moreover, it's hard to he a ftill-
time reliever in a place as cold in the spring as Cincinnati. Plus, I'm 
not sure any Muskie hates losing more. 
year while eami~g First Team •ColumbusCrewandMLS: It'snotXavier,butdespitethecynicism 
All-State honors. · of most media, it's an eventthat's worth a chance in Ohio. And so far, 
Williams comes in as a 5-11 what a chance it's getting. No one has sold more season tickets than 
outside hitter/setter, who Coach the Crew. Their attendance of 24,434 last Saturday was another 
Deaton claims has the "mosttools" major coup for the sm!lllest city to have a team. The talent is elite, not 
of all ·three recruits. She was only with Columbus forward Doctor Khumalo - former African 
voted Most Valuable Player of footballer of the year - but with visiting squads - Tampa Bay 
her high school squad. featured Columbian star and hair pioneer Carlos Valderrama. Tick~ 
---------------------------------....--,,-. ---. ets are about what you would find for baseball games. The good news 
··61···· .• ,,.,.,.., ·~.!.'. Z. • •··~~¥£§~~;;;;;;;;;;;;. · • ·· -· · - : 1 .... · · · ·· .· . · .· · · · · VOLICSWACEN a good product and when students take an active interest. The crack 
. . . .. . . 3813 .Montgomery Road • 531-5500 .· . . sports crew'doe~n't get much respect, and they dermitely don't get 
··N JI !t ~ ri~ L j · · ' ·_ mu.ch money. ·So if y«Pu -se~ your favorite Newswire sports writer on 
~.t1 .f·. ·Iv~·. f_ .·~. 1. ·_·". '.·p11_1·~. _;!fff/.1V; Jg{ft,+!@, 4.JZ;JJ_tt:Jla campus,givethemabig"Woo-hoo!" Or,justdori'tyellatthem. • I• I• - •H• IH•• Ill- 1 • 1 • • 1 • •.,. . My most me~oraJ?le XU sports moments are usually baseball 
)1996 Golf G L series, especially Det~oit last year- when I was almost beaned by a 
foul ball-:--and Notre name two years ago when Xavier almost,pulled 
off an upset. The best:moment of the past four years, however, would 
1996 Jetta GL 
· e 5 speed • Power; door locks 
• Air cond• Alarm system 
· • DuafAirbags • Tinted glass 
• Stereo cassette • Rear defogger 
. . . 
. FttM.1iilH!4·t!i 
·. -Golf GL -1- JettaGL: 
$179 mo ... $199 mo. 
·$1350 Down 
. $450 AcQ~ Fee 
t I :I,~ t.-],i I H!4· ti$ 
_Golf GL •1-·· Jetta GL . 
$179 mo. $199mo. 
·saso Down · · 
$450 Acq~ Fee · 
· • 5 speed • Power door loeks 
•Air cond • Alarm system 
•:Dual Airbags• Tinted glass 
• Stereo cassette • Rear Defogger 
. . 
uammrt!Hfa 
Go GL ·1··ktta:GL 
$199mo.· $219 ~o. 
-$0Down 
: $450 Acq; Fee 
_'c1o~end lea5e. · 12,000mlles pei:year. l!Jt mlle foradditlonal miles due at 1 a 1" ti -d 
mo. payment, security deposlr rounded to next $25 lncriment, acquisition tee ~u~ta~c~~ ~~;n:~~P~b~f~:· 1st 
payment equals term x payment plus down payment. taxes. acquisition tee ~nd license tee Option t' h 
=$:~~~· ~~:~~s ~~~~~lease $10,253 a~ 48 month lease $7209. Golt 24 month lea~ $9549 on~~~~~ 
. have to be the Crosstown Shootout win two seasons ago at the Gardens. 
The rivalry probably was a little too intense, but watching Brian Grant 
and Steve. Gentry celebrate afterward, that game meant the most of 
any in a long while . 
That's my two cents. If you see me begging on the skyw~k over the 
suinmer, .please give it back. 
Jason Graduates after four years at Xavier and.The Newswire. We. 
tluink !Uinlor his exemplary service, and wisli him the /Jest of luck. 
r;------:----i 
.. PREPRESS I t..t-~HAUL I 
BERVl~.,~~~1 ·,:$ .. ·.,.,.· \o-· ... - - ·o··. f· .,. :' St~dent designers; ·· grapfilC': 
a~ists, desktop publishers, 
freelancers ~se . your VISA I · . · 
1
1 
or MasterCard tO buy your I one~way renta I 
color-separations, high/low I . I 
r~s scans; color<retouching; I: Linco Outfitters I 
halfto,nes,. ·proofing, filni I 3201 Madison Rd. · I output and other . services. 
We're operi 7 da. ys per week' _I· . . :in Oakley I 
. I . ··· . I 
~~o~;~)7 :~~Cfi120;,ai!s:J I 533•960.0. I 
Central Pkwy, Cincinnati, I . · 1 
Ohio 4.s210.. •1 I One coupon per customer I 
l!Eii55iii=:=e===:=:i!iii555ii5iiiiitl.I L _ ~~Ir~ 5/20/9~ _ _J 
.-1m11¥m%:::K~~~m~~~~m~imm~;ma=mmmm~lillmi~=-~;~nima1<imm.:cm1•m.W<1m$~m;immwimiw1~$~=~1mm~~m:mm:m.~m·i!m:!l~ll.fm~~m~m~m~m,g:mrum=fml~mmw:am:.~wsm.;~m.:mw·im~mrm~m· waicwmm=::m: ~~~~ 
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D 'IVERS IONS 
Movie madness 
Although this is the last issue of Tiie /Vew8wire, we'll try 
to let you know what wonderful films the inotion picture 
industry bu planned for summer consumption; Here it 
goes: 
• "The Great White Hype." H you can believe that a 
white boxer could actually do well, you should check out 
this new movie. Peter Berg plays the caucasian slugger 
while Samuel L. Jackson and Damon Wayans also star. 
• "Striptease." Demi Moore stars as an exotic dancer. 
Although it will be one of her more challenging roles, 
Diversions is sure she can pull it off. 
• "The Cable Guy." Mter leaving his "In Living 
Color" bro·thers in the dust, Jim Carey has made quite a 
name for himself. In this flick, he plays alongside Matthew. 
Broderick. Carey convinces Broderick to order a few free 
movie ·channels. Sounds interesting. 
• ''The Fan." Wesley Snipes and Robert DcNiro star 
in this thriller .. What more could you ask for? 
Exhibit of divei:sity 
Xavier Art Gallery's final exhibit of the season; "No 
More Picwisos," will be held Friday, April 26, through 
Friday May 3. · . . . ::: 
. ·The exhibit features works by three stud~nbJ: . 
Kazunori Sato from Japan, Duma Abad from Mexico 
and Tiniothy Bessler from the United States. 
"No More Picassos" celeb~~ the diversity of our 
lives and calls the viewer to a.-' awareness of the fun, the 
. beauty and the intricacy o~.lif'e. 
Worb include draWings, paintings, prints, graphic 
design and sculpture. / . · 
An opening reception will take place from 5-7 p.m., 
Friday, April 26. . 
Galleryhoursarenoonuntil4p.m.,Mondaythrough 
Fridayonallotherdates. . 
Music on campus 
A bevy of music events are gracing Xavier's campus in 
the nest week. 
Highlights include: 
• Wednesday,April24-TheBassoon Ensemble will 
perform at 8 p.m. in the CUb Room, Logan Hall. . 
• Friday, April 26-Mark Kersting, trombone, will 
perform at 3 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel. 
• Satunlay ,April27-Milhausand Uptown R&B will 
be performing at Styuka between 4 and 9 p.m. 
Reggae comes to Village 
On Friday, April 26 First Light will perform at 
Reggaefest '96. 
The event will take place in the Xavier Village gazebo 
(rain location is the Downunder) from &-10 p.m. 
Admission is free. 
The. Coming of Rhymes 
BY MA1T TuRNER 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Many times a rapper releases 
an album and you think you · 
remember them being in 
another group.· This is the case 
for Flipmode Squad rapper 
Busta Rhymes: ·You may.recall 
him being a member of the 
Leaders of the New School a few: 
years back, but now the 23-
year-old is venturing out on his 
own. 
· Busta Rhymes' debut solo 
album, The Comi11g, features 
his unique delivery, which is 
derived from his raspy:.like 
voice, along With a little yelling. 
The production is very nice, 
stacked with head-nodding · 
heats. Notable producers 
include DJ Scratch from the 
legendary EPMD, Easy Mo Bee 
and Busta Rhymes. Other up-
and-coming producers add 
some of their flavor to the 
album. 
There are a good number of 
quality songs on the album~. His 
debut single, "W oo~Hah (I 
Gotcha All In Check)," received 
quite a'bit of accliµm,as well as 
heavy rotation on MTV. -The 
album's first song, "Do My 
Thing," comes with a hard- · · 
hitting bassline that is sure to 
rattle your speakers . 
"Flipmode Squad Meets Def 
Squad," a song.that showcases 
the talent of those tWo squads iD 
eight minutes, features guest 
Busta Rhymes i8 excited abom hi8 d11h111 album, The Coming. 
appearances from the Def . 
Squad's Jamal~ Redman and 
Keith Murray. Along with 
Busta Rhymes; the Flipmooe . , . 
. Squad appearances inClude · 
rappers Rampage the Last 
Boyscout and Lord Have 
Mercy, who displays his. 
· unorthodox delivery. 
Other staridout cuts include 
"Everything Remains Raw"; 
"The F"mish.Line"; "'It's a 
Party," which features R&B 
duo Zhane; and "W Vibe," 
featuring Q., Tip of A Tribe . 
Called Quest. Busta Rhymes 
also collabOrates wit~ his 
.:·.~.!. (orm~r c~~.w·; ·'rhe··IA'.'~cl~t-s of ~;~ 
theNew.Schoolon "Keep It 
'Movin." 
The only n~gative aspect of 
The Comillgis its numerous and 
lengthy iriterludes. The beats 
on these are good enough to be 
used for songs. .. · 
Aside from this minor 
shortcoming, The Comillgis 
well worth your time. 
Singers croon for futals 
BY SHAUNA POPE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The University Singers will 
be holding their spring concert 
Sunday, April 28'in the Univer-
sity Center Theatre.· 
The show begins at 7:30 p.m. 
Admission is free. 
Chris Dake, a soph~more 
Singer, says that the show 
includes "many different types 
of music - from Broadway to 
Billy Joel." 
Medleys to be performed 
include songs from musicals and 
movies like "Joseph and the 
Amazing Technicolor Dream 
Coat," "Jesus Christ Super-
star" and "Sister Act." 
The Singers will. also perform 
songs by Neil Diamond and· 
country artists. · 
Many of the numbers feature 
choreography by Deanne Bryll, 
.who has been the group's 
choreographerfor two years. 
The University Singers 
consists of 24 Xavier students 
- 12 males and 12 females-'-
who were selected after audi-
tioning to become members at 
the beginning of the year •. 
Charlie Wells is the group's 
director. 
The Singers' activities 
throughout the year have 
included tours in Lexington and 
Atlanta, a local high school tour 
and a performance al The 
March of D~es Walk-A-Thon. 
The Singers also made up 
· .e:Xa•week care packages for a 
fund raiser. The packages were 
sold to Xavier. parents. 
. The upeoming concert is one 
o! two that the S~ers gi_ve each 
year. 
"I think the spring concert is 
~tter than the fall one," said 
Brian Heinz, a freshman· 
member of Singer8. "We will · 
perform all of the mlisic we've 
done this .year." · · 
In addition to wrapping up 
their year, the concert shollld 
give Xavier students a reprise 
from studying; 
· "The show will put everyone 
in good spirits for fmals," Dake 
said. I 
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Unoriginal Wmterboume' fails in fantasy 
file photo 
Ricki Lake goes from rags to riches Ul "Mrs. Winterboume." 
Celtics lose·~Pride' 
BY SOREN BAKFtt 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Sports ha\'e become more 
business than sport, as evi-
denced by the multi-million 
dollar endorsements and 
budgets spent to hype the latest 
sneaker or uniform. 
~ of this may he acceptable 
for the casual fan, hut. for those 
who take their sports seriously, 
the shift from an earnest 
exhibition of natural talentto 
today's attitude-filled, testoster-
one-laced rantings often results 
in feelings of utter disgust. 
The latest movie that latches 
onto an athlete's display of 
. -machismo is "Celtic Pride." 
Dan~on Wayans:portrays · · 
Lewis Scott, a player who seems 
more concerned with getting 
paid than with his team's 
success. He does not associate 
with his teammates an.cl shows 
an all-too-fainiliar ar~ogance 
about his skills. · 
Die-hard ·Celtics fans, 
portrayed by Dan Aykroyd and 
Daniel Stern, kidnap Wayans. 
They lwpe that the absence of 
the leading scorer frori1 the 
Celtic's championship opponent 
will propel their team to · 
victory. 
·While these fans may not be 
doing the right thing legally, 
their action is two"fold. 
The duo removes a.hot rod 
from the competition, which not 
only gives the Celtics a better 
chance to win, but also elimi~ 
nates the type of player 
Aykroyd and Stern's .characters 
believe goes against the ideal 
basketball player: a trouble-
maker who has little respect for 
the game. 
"Celtic Pride" was not a 
good movie, hut hi.dden ·beneath 
its often drab and predictable 
humor, a lesson.is to he 
learned. 
Sports ai·e supposed to 
entertain,· Imtthe entertaii1-
. ment aspect of the production 
has replaced the emphasis on a 
player's marketability. 
Aykr.oyd and Stern were 
trying to remove.what they 
bclic\'ed to he a cancerous 
tumor from their belo\'ed sport, 
but it seems as if their actions 
may ha\'c been in vain. For not 
only did the Celtics lose the 
clmmJ?ionship in "Celtic Pride," 
hut sports have lost on the 
courts of life. 
BY SHAUNA POPE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Any movie that has a similar 
plot to previously released films 
faces the challenge of matching 
or exceeding the quality of the 
earlier film. 
The downfall of"Mrs. 
Winterbourne," which is quite 
similar to "While You Were 
Sleeping," and also has traces 
of "Sabrina," is that it is unable 
to meet this challenge. 
"Mrs. Winterbourne" is the 
story of an unsophisticated 
young woman named Connie 
Doyle (Ricki Lake)1who goes to 
New York City to seek her 
destiny. 
She immediately meets a 
shady character named Steve 
DeCunzo {Loren De'an) and 
moves in with him. 
Shortly afterwa1·d, Connie 
becomes pregnant. 
Steve, who does not love 
Connie and certainly does not 
want to start a family with her, 
denies that he is the child's 
father. 
Having no other option, 
Connie leaves Steve. She then 
boards a train bound for 
Boston that she mistakes for the 
subway. 
On this train, she meets 
Hugh Winterbourne (Brendan 
Fraser), who is taking his 
pregnant wife Patricia (Susan 
Haskell) home to meet his 
family for the first time. 
The train wrecks, killing 
both Winterbournes. When 
Connie wakes, she has a new 
son and a wealthy family who 
thinks she is the widowed 
Patricia. 
This case of mistaken 
identity is quite similai· to the 
one that occurs in "While You 
Were Sleeping." 
Connie's new mother-in-law, 
Grace (Shirley MacLaine), is 
determined to accept and 
welcome her .. 
However; Bill, Hugh's 
identical twin brother, is 
skeptical of Connie's low-class 
characteristics. 
Connie finally wins Bill over 
· when she gets a complete 
makeover, similar to the one 
Julia Armond got in "Sabrina." 
Obviously, this film is 
severely lacking in the original-
ity department. 
On the positive side, the 
acting is good. 
There are some funny scenes 
(many of which include Miguel 
Sandoval, who plays the 
Winterbournes' butler, Paco), 
and the film presents a nice 
fantasy (albeit a farfetched 
one). 
However, moviegoers would 
be better off renting "While 
You Were Sleeping" or 
"Sabrina," both of which arn 
better films. 
EmplOyment Opportunity 
Encoders • Administrativ~ Clerks • Operations Clerks 
Provident Bank is a regional commercial banking organization 
dedicated to serving the financial needs of businesses and 
individuals throughout the country. Established in 1900, this multi 
billion dollar institution is ranked.by Forbes as one of the top 100 
bank holding companies in the country .. 
We have immediate part time openings in the Item Processing and 
Lock Box Depa:rtments. Position involves operating an NCR 
encoding machine, encoding account and'bank numbers, balancing 
transactions, sorting mail, copying items and using a CRT. 
Requirements include basic math capabilities, good eye/hand 
coordination, finger dexterity (certain positions require 15.000 
keystrokes per hour), experience with,a·CRT,: ~c~edule flexibility . 
: .... , .~~ •·~ '! .• ~ .I 
D~pending on the position, salaries ra~gefrom $5.68-$7 .00 per hour 
(some have additional shift differential pay), and hours range from 
16~28 hours per week, first and second· shifts available, w~ekday and 
weekend schedules. 
·Interested candidates may apply in our Human Resources 
Department, Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., at 
·the Provident Center
1 
801 Linn Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45203. 
Job title must be indicated on resumes. 
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- to celebrate 
Sa-tuzrlay April·27 · 
Cohen Center· · 
4 m~9 m 
An outdoor charity festival featuring over ·25 carnival booths, food and beverages. 
Bring your blankets and hackysacks and relax with the music of ... 
Milhaus • Rick Kelley • Upto.wn .R&~ 
Admission is PREE. !! • Over $5.000 in prizes H 
In case of rain, bands will play in the. Armory. 
. Horse-drawn hayrides will depart Bellarmine Chapel starting.at 4:00 
Proceeds to benefit ·Crossroads Health Center • For more info call X-3205 
· Sponsors: Brockman Hall Counci, Residence Life, RHA, Student Activities, SAC, Student Senate, Weekenders 
:. 
. '• . 
·DIRECTV COMES',TO MATRIXX. 
YOU CAN BE PART OF THE TEAM! 
DIRECTy, a unit· ·of Hughes Electronics/GM, is opening a nationwide customer service center here·in Norwood 
in cooperation Mth MATRIXX Marketing, Inc .. Join agreat team of Customer Service Professionals and be part 
of one of the niost'exciting new television concepts making headlines today. · 
• $6.50/hour base pay FULL TIME POSITIONS . JOB REQUIBEMENTS 
• . 75 shift ~erential for evenings and • Benefit package after 180 days· • Previous customer service 
weekends (medical/dental) experience preferred 
• Complete paid training • ·ProfitSharing/401(k) • 'fype 25 .WPM · 
• $200 Training completion bonus • Paid vacation/holidays · · • Probl~m Solvirig Skills 
• Professionai work environment • ·Excellent verbal and writte~ 
•·ON BUS LINE! co~unication skill required · 
:-. ,;,~.N·0 ·~·'~···~· ~···~~~1 ·~· ~~~~· ·~~· ~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~··~~~~~~~~ ~· • D~d~e~~ssi~al 
7:30 AM-3:30.·PM · · 3:00 PM~ll:OO PM •Abilitytoremafucalm under 
9:30AM-S:30PM 5:0QPM-IO:OOPM . pressure 
. Mail or fax resume with shift preference to: MATRIXX Marke~g, Inc. (CSR) 
Human Resources Department 
4600.Montgomery Rd. 
Cincinnati OH 45212 
. ' . . . 
fax (513) 366-2435 
·EOE 
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Goodnight, moo~ ... Goodnight, Hoff ... 
Goodnight, construction sites ... 
~LEND AR 
Goodnight, senior class of 1996 ... 
wednesda 
April24 . y f!!~ay 
•Today is the official •Letthe weekend begin!!! 
Professional Secretary's Day! Of •Thosecrazy commuters kick 
course, every day should off the weekend right from 11 
celebratetherealwomenandmen a.m;-6.p.m. with the "Star Wars 
that keep ~avier University gomg. Trilogy." Hear Chewbacca roar 
So, all you employers, go out and from the Commuter Lotmge. Free. 
get your secretary a car! food and prizes will be available 
•The last International Coffee for you Jawas out there .. 
Hour of the year (sob!) will be •School Daze, SAC's first 
held in the Romero Center from event 011 the residential mall, will 
3:30-4:30 p.rn. will be The final be kicking it from noon-4 p.m. 
hourofjavaissponsoredby(sob!) Events such as human bowling, 
the 1996 graduates of Xavier. . sumo wrestling, and teacher 
~.Dr. Bartolucci, professor of kicking will be some of the many 
geophysics at Florida fun events to enjoy. Food will be 
International University, will available, and a roving palm 
present. the lecture "Gods' readerwillknowyourfuture,but 
Landing Field in Nazca, Peru,. won't tell you about it. 
and Other Misconceptions of . •AfarewellreceptionforMary 
Latin America" at 4:30 p.m. in · Schoen will be held in the Regi~ 
Albers Hall 103. Room, UniversityCenterfrom3-
• Break out ·the hats and . 4 p;m. Mary will teach part-time · 
whistles ... the education club will · in the theology department, but 
have its year-end party in Lodge · her .time with campus ministry Is 
Learning Lab at 7 p.m. (sob!) at an end. · ·th d. · •"No.More Picassos," an art 
·-- . UIS ay· . show that celebrates diversity in 
April 25 our lives and art, features three 
•TavernlnntheWoodwillbe students, 'Kazunori Sato from 
having several comedians . :Japan,Di~aAbadfromMexico, 
performing ton~ht at 9:30 p.m. · and_ Timothy'. Bessler ·from the 
There will be no cover for this· good ol' U;S'. of A. The opening 
night oflaughs just down the road reception will be tonight from 5-7 
froin Xavier. Or, you could just. p;m. · The exhibit will run until 
go hang out With your friends at May 3 in the Xavier Art Gallery. 
Dana Gardens with a Hornsby •Music Majors will perforin at 
apple cider. Or, you could just 7 p.m. in the Cash Room, Logan 
watch the Thursday night line- Hall. Good luck to Erin 
up on ·NBC with that cutie Joy O'Connor! 
from "Boston Common." 
HOUSESFOR RENT 
· • easy walk to campus • 
1606 Brewster.· 5 bedroom, 2 bath 
Cleanev: 2 Bedroom 
Both are spooious and equipped. 
Plus washer and dryer! I 
! KELLY COMPANY 
321-0043 or 241-9421 
LOOKING.FOR EXTRA$$$? 
Part-time receptionist needed 
Short·walk from campus 
Apply a~ No~hland Volkswagen 
3813 Montgomery Rd. 
Please call Tim at 531-5500 
....... liUEIEL H~dlt & J SI !!Ill II ii 'S 
•"Where is the love, the love 
you gave me?" Reggaefest '96will 
be in the Village Gazebo from 6-
10 p.m., featuring the band First 
Light. A pig will be roasted, but 
no beer this year, mon! So, letthe 
beat invade your soul, there are 
different spirits to partake of at 
the event. Admission is free! 
s"tw<Iay. 
.. •Who's the trombone player 
who's aself-mademusicmachine? 
Brawny!!! That's right, Mark 
Kersting a.k.a. Stupendous 
Brawny will be having his (sob!) 
senior recital at 3 p.m. at 
Bellarmine Chapel. Cheer the C-
Man 's roommate on. as he 
performs various classical & jazz 
pieces. 
•Styuka will be held at Cohen 
Centerfrom4-9p.m. Thisfestival 
features 25 carnival booths and 
music from by Milhaus, Rick 
Kelley, and Uptown R & B. 
Horse-drawn hayrides will depart 
Bellarmine Chapel at 4 p.m. I 
wood.er if they'll have a pony for 
Damon Jones? 
SUMMER APARTMENT 
$2IS/ro'~nth, ne~r ~-ampus, 
waher/dryer, air conditioning, 
patio, three month lease, 351-
3652 or 556-1098. 
WORK IN THE 
OUTDOORS 
National Parks, Forests, Wildlife 
PreSenes, & Con~ionaires are 
now hiring seasonal w6rkers. 
Excellentbenefits+bonuses! Call: 
1-206-971-3620 ext.N55642. 
NOW SHOWING two 5 
bedroom apartments with kitchen, 
double showers, laundry facilities, 





Billions of $$$in 




•Have you got the "semester 
finals" blues? WOBO 88.7 FM 
will have the blues playing from 
10 p.m.-1 a.m. to highlight your 
mood as you study into. the night. 
~2uday 
0 Good morning. Calendar 
Man might be wrong, but aren't 
finals today? wake up, monkey. 
because· finals are all this week. 
Forget the clean underwear, 
forget the shaving, and forget 
showering on a regular basis. 
Finals are here!ll 
•If you 're ·a senior and don't 
wantto study, head to Teller's of 
Hyde Park for an affair of cigars 
and micro-beer tasting at 6:30 
p.m. Aspecialdinnerwillfcature 
gourmet food, fine cigars, and 
micro-beer. For more 
information, call 321-4721. 
0 Well, monkeys, it's been a 
grand year. Farewells to Johnny 
Calzone and the Gooch, the 
hippest DJ's on wvxU. 
CRUISE .SHIPS NOW 
. .HIRING 
Eamupto$2,000+lmontb~orking 
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
available. No experience 
necessary. For more information 
~Ul-206-971-3550 ext.C55642. 
Adriea's, Mount'Adaims, 934 
Hatch Street. Immediate 
openings for: cooks, prep, 
servers, bussers, hosts, 
bartenders. ·Part- time, 
evenings. Call 577-6111. 
D11ring tlie wild summer months, 
tlie Calendar Alan will make his 
living as a .chinmey sweep/ 
.Q Fon<l farewells, fellow 
monkeys. You've got another 
year with Calendar Man to laugh, 
cry (sob!), and eagerly await a 
new Newswireevery W ednesdav. 
Good luck senior class of 1996i 
"Look on my works ye' mighty 
and despair!'~ -Shelley 
We at Tlie Net0swire hate to 
make mi~takes. If you. find an 
error, ca)J 745-3130 and let us 
know. Thank You! 
••HOUSES FOR RENT•• 
*easy walk to campus• 
lli06 BmQ&er;5 Bedroom, 2 bath 
Cleaney; 2 Bedroom 
Both are spacious and equipped. 
Plus washer and dryer!! 
KEILY COMPANY 
321-0043 OR 241-9421 
UFORRENTU 
3 floors, 4 Bedrooms each Ooor. · 
Full Kib:hen, laundry facilities, 
off-street parking. 5 minute 
walking distance. Available in 
April. Call221-6323or22l-6140. 
TEACH ENGLISH IN 
KOREA- Positions available 
usUMMER JOBU monthly. BA or BS degree 
Spend· y~ur summer at the· Lake required .. US$i $18,500-$23,400/ 
Mic~ ~rt of Harbor Sprinl}'i yr~ A~ornmodation &round-trip 
helpmg us with our 7 and 4-year- airfare provided. Send resume, 
olds: Ap~rox. June 2:>-Aug.-25~,.: :copy.'o(diploma ,and copy of 
Flexible bme of! eac~:week, free· passport to: Bok Ji Corporation, 
room & board.· Once we arrive, ChunBangBldg.,I54-13Samsung 
walking, bicycling& horse carriage Dong, KangNamGu, Seoul, Korea 
are only transportation. Good 135-090, TEL:Oll-82-2-555-
swimmer a must. Child care JOBS(5627) FAX: Oll~-2-552-
experience pr~ferred. · Call Sally 4FAX(4329) Please respond as 
Leyman at 321-3224. soon as possible. Thank You. 
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.·· TieDye • HJ Roost• NeckJace . 
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· Sponsored by SAC 
